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BODY:
South Korean policymakers are weighing the advantages of a U.S.-led multilateral climate control
initiative that allows for self-regulation in the production of greenhouse gases and purports not to
threaten economic development.

South Korea, the United States, Australia, Ohina, India and Japan agreed to the Asia-Pacific
Partnership on Clean Development and Olim te last week on the sidelines of the ASEAN-plus-
three meeting in Vientiane, Laos.

"South Korea has agreed to join the six-nation partnership because the arrangement is focussed
on technical assistance and it is because of It is we agreed to take part in the discussions," Vice
Environment Minister Park Sun-sook said Mo day.

She added that due to this reason, participati g in talks with countries, like the United States, will
help the country gain access to the know-how needed to reduce its carbon dioxide levels in
accordance with the 1997 Kyoto Protocol on global warming.

The partnership deal outlines the importanceof continued economic growth and voluntary
measures by the signatory countries to cut gr enhouse gases, as well as technical cooperation.

Government officials said Seoul was first contacted earlier this year to join the U.S.-led plan and
had been discussing its possible advantages as well as its downsides for several months now.

They have also said that the latest initiative does not replace the Kyoto Protocol, but merely
compliments the effort.

"Detailed meetings have taken place on a mo ithly basis and sometimes even more frequently,"
an official said.

The official said South Korea, the world's l Ot17-largest producer of greenhouse gases, will
continue to take steps to cut greenhouse gas, es before 2012, when it may be obliged to join
developed countries in the international effort to reduce the emission of carbon dioxide and other
gases that cause global warming.



South Korea's large conglomerates have alre dy taken steps to cut the emission of harmful
gases so as to meet the requirements set by uropean countries, while Seoul is trying to help
smaller firms follow suit.

The government expert said that the most important matter is the sharing of expertise on
reducing emissions and the voluntary nature of the pact. The Kyoto Protocol does not have such
a mechanism built into its charter and calls for mandatory cuts.

The Kyoto agreement calls for mandatory gre nhouse gas emission cuts, allows for the trading of
pollutant gases and makes it possible for treaty violators to be penalized. European countries and
Japan had already taken steps to cut gases as of February 16.

Under the protocol, developed countries agre d to reduce their aggregate emission of
greenhouse gases by at least 5 per cent from 1990 levels during the period 2008-2012.

The United States has criticized the U.N-bac d Kyoto Protocol, claiming across-the-board
emission cuts hurt national growth and dispro ortionately affect countries heavily reliant on heavy
industries. Washington, which signed the pact, has refused to accept and ratify it, calling for a,
post-Kyoto mechanism involving both industriE lized and emerging economics, including China
and India.

Lim Jae-kyu, a top researcher at the Korea En orgy Economic Institute (KEEl), said the appeal in
the partnership is that it allows signatory coun ries to cut levels of greenhouse gas emissions at
their own speed.

"Under some simulations, South Korean econ mic growth could be cut by 20 per cent if it meets
the cuts mandated by the Kyoto Protocol,' he said.

"This means that if our economy grew 3 per cE nt annually after 2012, abiding by Kyoto would cut
this by 0.6 percentage point," Lim added.

The KEEl official said that in order for the U.S. -led initiative to succeed, it would have to better
clarify the promised technology sharing measures.

Critics have lambasted the partnership between the six nations, which together account for close
to half of the world's total emissions of greenhouse gases, saying that unless a more specific
action plan is announced, the partnership is little more than a ruse by polluting nations to dodge
their global environmental responsibilities.

The Korean Federation for Environmental Movement has called for Seoul to leave the
partnership. It claimed that the US and Austral a proposed the pact to deflect criticism from
environmentalists and supporting it would be detrimental to curb globalI warming.

Proponents of the new approach, however, claim European countries are pushing the Kyoto
Protocol and other environmental issues to pr tect their own markets from cheaper imports.
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HEADLINE: Unlike Kyoto, this climate deal suits us fine
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BODY:
The Asia-Pacific initiative won't fall into the se me trap as the discredited protocol, says Alan
Oxley

AT last. With the announcement of Australian membership of the Asia-Pacific climate change
pact, Canberra's policies on climate change row sit squarely on the foundation of our national
interests. The global debate has been condu ted in the language of environmental policy but it
has been a debate about energy policy. Like ost debates, it has been shaped by basic national
interests.

Europe took the leadership on climate change policy and embedded an anti-coal strategy into the
Kyoto Protocol. It forces an increase in the cost of power that produces the most carbon dioxide.
That is coal.

Europe did not have to go down this path. It was feasible to boost research expenditure on new
technologies to reduce emissions of carbon d oxide. Strategies could have focused on water
vapour in the atmosphere -- a more influential factor in the greenhouse effect than carbon dioxide
-- and other greenhouse gases such as meth ne.

Attacking coal suited Europe because it uses other sources of energy to produce power. Nuclear
energy, gas, oil and even some wind power s ipply most power in Europe. The Kyoto targets
were cheaper and easier for Europe to meett an for countries such as Australia, China, India,
South Korea, the US and Thailand. All depend heavily on coal to generate electricity.

There is nothing new in this. Global politics fr quently puts national self-interest ahead of the
international good. Europe's refusal to liberali e world markets in agriculture is understood by
most Australians as giving priority to pressure from European farmers over improving global
markets for food. Its policies harm countries such as Australia, Argentina, Colombia, the
Philippines, Thailand and Uruguay.

For decades Europe skewed global trade talks away from agriculture to protect the Common
Agricultural Policy. It is still doing it in the Doha Round of international trade negotiations. This is
Europe's agricultural equivalent of the Kyoto Protocol. The CAP is easier for Europe to implement
and advances basic European interests, rega dless of the effect on the rest of the world.

The new Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean 0 velopment and Climate is the equivalent for
Australia of the Cairns Group. It is collaborati n among economies concerned to protect growth
and to develop rational policies on climate ch nge. On policy, there is a fundamental divide: Asia-
Pacific and Europe. The Kyoto Protocol regul tes production, just like the CAP and any traditional
anti-free-market model would. The Asia-Pacific approach is not to interfere in energy markets but
concentrate on researching new technologies to diminish emissions of carbon dioxide for the
market to pick up.

Greenpeace and others have dismissed the Aia-Pacific pact as a convention for polluters. What
they cannot show is how Kyoto will ease glob I warming. The contributions to cutting emissions
of carbon dioxide envisaged were so small, the impact would have been negligible even if China
and the US had joined it. It was a fundamental error in Kyoto that production of coal-based power
was to be regulated before we knew that its i pact was deleterious.



There is no reasonable certainty that increas s in atmospheric carbon dioxide from human
activity cause significant global warming. Mar y factors come into play. Some, such as cloud, can
reduce global warming. Garth Paltricige, form r chief research scientist in the CSIRO's
atmospheric research division, says calculations used in climate models to demonstrate global
warming do not adequately represent the situation and probably skew the outcome. More
research is required. Prudent governments w it before taking actions that jeopardise national
interests.

Australia is a global supplier of energy to the World. Our success and prosperity depends on
efficient extraction and supply of that energy to a world that depends on it for its prosperity.
Strategies on climate change need to be bas d on sound science and serve the national interests
of all countries affected. The Howard Govern ent is to be congratulated for forging a global
policy on climate change that reflects the reality of our national interests, allies us with economies
with similar interests and dissociates us from )olicies that cynically serve today's environmental
politics in Europe.

Alan Oxley is director of ITS Global, consultai Is on global issues.
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HEADLINE: McCain, Clinton planni ig Alaska visit
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BODY:
A group of U.S. Senators are planning a trip tc Alaska in two Weeks to view melting permafrost,
retreating glaciers and other consequences of global climate change in cold latitudes.

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., who co-authored abill to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases
blamed for global warming, and Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., are scheduled to tour Alaska and
northwestern Canada.

Sens. Susan Collins, R-Maine, and Lindsey G -aham, R-S.C., are also expected to make the trip,
tentatively planned for Aug. 16 to 19. McCain' office is coordinating the trip.

Sens. Lisa Murkowski and Ted Stevens on Mc nday said they do not plan to join the tour. The
Alaska senators oppose mandatory emission ieductions included in the bipartisan Climate
Stewardship and Innovation Act, written by McCain and Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn.



The legislation would require a reduction in c rbon dioxide emissions to 2000 levels by the year
2010.

Stevens said he is skeptical that human activ ty is responsible for climate changes observed
worldwide. He said cyclical geophysical forces could also be responsible for rising temperatures.

Murkowski has said she does not believe sci ntists have conclusively demonstrated that human
activity is the main cause for global warming nd mandatory emission standards could
unnecessarily harm some sectors of the economy. She also pointed to her support of a provision
in the recently passed energy bill that include Jincentives to develop technologies that would
reduce greenhouse gas production.

Carbon dioxide and other gases reduce the Earth's ability to reflect solar heat into space, much
like the glass of a greenhouse. The growing number of scientists who support the global warming
theory say more than a century of heavy indu trial activity, and the world's heavy dependence on
oil, is causing inevitable climate change. Man Iresearchers say the degree of change can still
lessened with strict controls.

Carbon dioxide emissions rise despite climate
change pledge
Paul Brown, environment correspondent
Tuesday August 2, 2005
The Guardian, UK

Britain's carbon dioxide emissions are expectE d to rise significantly in 2005 for the third year
running and will reach the highest level since '992, when the UK signed the Climate Change
Convention at the Rio Earth Summit and pledC ed to combat global warming.

Energy statistics released by the Department of Trade and Industry show that oil and coal burning
have both risen in the first five months of this )ear compared with the same period in 2004. As a
result, carbon dioxide emissions are expected to rise by more than 2% this year, when they
should be falling by at least 1 % a year to reac Labour's 20% reduction target.

This will be an embarrassment to Tony Blair, Y ho made tackling climate change his priority for
the presidency of G8 and the EU this year, de cribing it as a greater threat to the world than
terrorism.



In May's election manifesto the government firmed up its pledge to cut carbon dioxide levels by
20% on 1990 levels by 2010, despite the fact that ministers had conceded that with current
measures the UK was not going to reach its t rgets. A review of policies had already been put in
place last December after two years of rising -missions had rung alarm bells around Whitehall.

The review was due to be published in June tut Margaret Beckett, the environment secretary,
said it could not be ready in time and postponed publication. Yesterday her department said it
was now expected to be published before the end of the year.

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister is als expected to announce 'before the end of the
summer' new building regulations to cut emis 3ions from both new and refurbished older property,
but these have been delayed after reports that the improvements had been watered down as
"unnecessary gold plating".

The government claims to be a world leader in tackling climate change and Britain has been one
of the few countries to stay on target to cut gr enhouse gas emissions to meet its legally binding
targets under the Kyoto protocol. The UK is still on target to reach its 12.5% cuts under Kyoto, but
not the much harder 20% carbon dioxide targ t the government set itself as an example to show
the world that cuts could still be made despite the fact that the economy was growing.

In the early 1990s the Conservative governm nt made dramatic reductions in Britain's carbon
dioxide emissions, partly as a result of closing coalmines and the switch to gas-fired electricity
generation. Gas emits two-thirds as much car on dioxide to generate the same amount of
electricity as coal.

In 1992 the UK emitted I162.Ym tonnes of carton, and despite some fluctuations because of cold
weather, emissions continued to fall until 199S, when they reached a record low of 151 .7m
tonnes. Since then figures have shown an up ard trend and by the end of this year will have
gone up to 161 .2m tonnes - an increase of 4.7% since Labour came to power in 1997.

Emissions from oil increased by 9% in the first five months of this year, reflecting Britain's
continued rise in road traffic and associated ja s. Coal burning increased by just under 4%,
showing the country's increasing use of electri ity generation due to rising gas prices. As a result,
emissions from gas - which remains the UK's amn source of energy - fell by nearly 6%.

Martyn Williams, climate campaigner for Friends of the Earth, said: "The government has policies
in place which help, and there are many things that could be done easily if there was the political
will. The government just does not give this the same kind of priority as collecting taxes or
economic growth, and until it does these targets are never going to be achieved.

"As things stand at the moment, emissions will just rise and rise and unless these new packages
minister& are promising are properly backed by government action, the 20% target will never be
reached."
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Congress ended up towing the Bush administ ation line by only including provisions in the
sprawling energy bill favoring technological a proaches to curbing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions instead of imposing a mandatory c p. The move comes as the administration recently
entered into a technological cooperation pact with six countries to combat climate change.

The energy bill approved by both chambers ircluded language drafted by Sen. Chuck Hagel (R-
NE) that relies on voluntary efforts to encoura 3e development and the use of clean-energy
technologies, a provision strongly supported ythe White House. More stringent, mandatory
measures such as a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme pushed by Sens. John McCain (R-
AZ) and Joseph Lieberman (D-CT) were rejected by the full Senate. A non-binding "sense of the
Senate" resolution on climate change approvE d by the Senate -- and opposed by Vice President
Dick Cheney during the Senate floor debate -- did not make it into the final conference
agreement.

The energy bill also includes billions of dollars in funding for clean coal programs, including a loan
guarantee program that would encourage both industrial and power plant use of clean-coal
technologies, such as a gasification technology referred to as integrated gasification combined
cycle (IGCC). Much of the innovative technol gy funding -- with the exception of some of the loan
guarantees -- is dependent on annual appropriations by.Congress, which could vary from year to
year based on political winds.

The energy bill is now headed to the presiden 's desk after it passed the Senate July 29 by a vote
of 74-26. The House passed it a day earlier by a vote of 275-156.

The congressional action is in line with the ad inistration position of promoting advanced clean
energy technologies instead of participating in any mandatory program such as the Kyoto
Protocol. The U.S is the only major industrial country that has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol,
arguing that global greenhouse gas controls would impose a disproportionate burden on the U.S.
economy without the participation of developing countries.

Instead, the U.S. continues to present technol gical initiatives in response to international efforts
to address climate change. It highlights bilateraI partnerships with countries, including Canada,
China and Mexico among others, to address climate change. In keeping with this bilateral
approach, the U.S. July 28 signed a pact with Australia, China, India, Japan and South Korea to
create the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate that will focus on energy
security and climate change without any man atory commitments to reducing GHG emissions.

The administration once again sought to tie p erty and economic development to the
environment. "The rapid, sustained economic progress of poor nations will lead to dramatic
environmental improvements. And the best w, y to help nations develop, while limiting pollution
and improving public health, is to promote tec anologies for geherating energy that is clean,
affordable and secure," states a White House fact sheet released July 27.

While the new plan is scant on specifics, the LS. touted the new pact as a "complement [and]
not an alternative to the Kyoto Treaty." "The k -y is the flexibility that this vision outlines because
our goal here is to try to complement other ag eements and activities with practical solutions to
problems," said Deputy Secretary of State Ro ert Zoellick in announcing the partnership.



But the plan was blasted by environmentalists and drew only cautious approval from the United
Nations. "This so called global warming partn rship is a lot of sound and fury, signifying nothing.
There are no agreements, actions or timetable s for accomplishing anything . .. ,'"said Philip Clapp,
president of National Environmental Trust in a statement.

Hagel's amendment as included in the energy legislation calls for $4 billion in corporate loans and
tax credits to deploy climate change technoloC y domestically and abroad without capping
emissions. Two provisions would provide ecor omic boosters for clean-technology development in
the U.S., while the other focuses on an internE tional technology exchange. Hagel, a possible
presidential contender in 2008, cosponsored zresolution in 1997 calling on then-President
Clinton to reject the Kyoto Protocol. The Sena e overwhelmingly rejected ratification of the treaty.

The Bush administration and the House have )een steadfast in their opposition to Kyoto or any
mandatory carbon dioxide reductions. A Statei ent of Administration Policy (SAP) on the Senate
energy bill came out strongly against adding a iy climate change measure. 'The Administration is
not convinced of the need for additional legislation with respect to global climate change, and will
oppose any climate change amendments that are not consistent with the President's climate
change strategy," the SAP stated.

Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) had initially plann d to attach an amendment during the full Senate
consideration of the energy bill that would haye capped greenhouse gas emissions but later
withdrew his amendment amid fierce push back from the White House.

The Bingaman proposal drew heavily from rec mmendations last year by the bipartisan National
Commission on Energy Policy (NCEP). The amendment sought to mandate greenhouse gas
emission reductions by 2.4 percent per unit of economic growth beginning in 2010 and called for
a $7 per ton permit program for carbon dioxide ,which could provide a revenue source for clean
coal research.

Bingaman instead offered a "sense of the Sen; te" resolution that not only called on Congress to
enact legislation for mandatory action to reduc global warming, but also agrees that there is
growing scientific consensus that human activi y is causing climate change. Though the
resolution itself was non-binding, it sent the str )ngest signal to date that Congress should
mandate greenhouse gas reduction. But the resolution was dropped during the House-Senate
reconciliation of the energy bill. -- Gomati Jagadeesan
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Senate Environment and Public Works (EPW) Committee Chairman James Inhofe (R-OK) -- the
leading Senate opponent of climate controls -- is planning to hold a committee hearing
questioning climate change science after two other Senate committees held recent hearings
where scientists backed mandatory greenhou e gas (GHG) limits.

Congressional sources view the move as an a lempt by Inhofe to aggressively assert his
committee's jurisdiction over the issue and bui d a public; record opposing climate controls. At the
same time, committee Democrats are calling f r a hearing as part of a push for new legislation.

The EPW hearing was planned for late July, bit has been postponed until sometime this summer
because of scheduling conflicts with some of tie expected panelists, according to a Republican
source. Inhofe has not held any climate change hearings as chairman of the committee, even
though he makes frequent public statements cpposing mandatory controls.

The source says that jurisdiction over climate legislation rests with EPW, but that Inhofe is not
eyeing a hearing as a prelude to any new bill. nstead, it would be a chance to examine the
economic impacts of mandatory carbon caps nd highlight the fact that several European Union
(EU) countries are failing to meet emissions r ductions agreed upon in the Kyoto Protocol, which
sets mandatory limits on GHGs in participating countries, the source says.

A Democratic source believes the move is an attempt to respond to climate hearings held in the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Comm ttee on July 21 and a climate change
subcdmmittee of the Senate Commerce, Scie ce and Transportation Committee on July 20.
Scientists testified before these panels about consensus that climate change is happening and
that humahs are contributing to GHG increases

Inhofe is planning to call witnesses that will be "very right wing" in their opposition to the idea that
there is a scientific consensus that global warming is happening, according to the Democratic
source.

The Senate energy committee is also planninC more hearings with a view toward crafting
legislation on climate change. If both the ener y committee and EPW float their own legislative
proposals, a second Democratic source says i. is unclear how a jurisdictional battle between the
two committees would be resolved.

Senate Energy and Natural Resources Comm ttee Chairman Pete Domenici (R-NMV) told
reporters following his committee's climate he ring that if jurisdictional challenges arise between
his committee and EPW on future climate legi lation, "We'll have to see what happens. All I'm
doing [with the energy committee hearings] is Nhat our collective staff tells us is within our
jurisdiction."

One opponent of mandatory climate controls says the upcoming EPW hearing could be
"blockbuster, or at least potentially so, as it off ars a platform to ... expose that Europe is not on
track to comply [with Kyoto]" in order to show he flaws of a mandatory cap-and-trade system for
GHG. The source adds that any climate bill m st go to EPW, where it will not make any progress
because of Inhofe's opposition.

A second opponent of mandatory climate controls says Domenici and Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-
NM) will do "everything they can" to get a dlim ate bill referred to the energy committee, but that it
is still likely Inhofe will win any jurisdictional fight to direct such a bill to EPW given the
committee's history dealing with such legislation.

Yet the first Democratic source says senators in favor of mandatory carbon controls will welcome
the chance to challenge an EPW witness pan I that may consist completely or almost entirely of
opponents to the idea that there is a consensL s on climate change science.



Sen. Jim Jeffords (I-VT) and six Democratic members of EPW wrote a July 1 1 letter to Inhofe
stating the committee has "explicit jurisdiction :ver air pollution and environmental policy' and
added 'We believe that the time has come for EPW to prepare and report legislation to reduce
[GHGI emissions in a manner consistent with he Sense of the Senate [resolution] in the energy
bill.

The resolution, proposed by Bingaman as an mendment to the Senate version of the energy bill,
passed July 6 and calls on Congress to enact aprogram of "mandatory, market-based limits" to
slow, stop and reverse GHG emissions. The r solution acknp'wledges that "mandatory steps" will
be necessary to slow GHG emissions, but adcs that such steps must be done in a manner that
will not significantly harm the United States ec: nomy. The resolution was not in the final energy
bill as agreed to in a House-Senate conferenc 3

The first Democratic source says that the purp se of the letter was to "remind" Inhofe that his
committee has the responsibility to hold hearir gs and allow for votes on climate legislation.

The letter states that EPW has explicit jurisdic ion over air pollution and environmental policy, and
adds the committee's Clean Air Act jurisdictior is one of the main reasons that the Senate
parliamentarian routinely refers climate contro bills to EPW. The letter calls for "balanced
hearings" to review various legislative propos~ Is on climate change.

The Republican source says Inhofe's hearing will offer a chance to highlight the negative
economic implications of mandatory climate controls. The hearing is not a response to the July 1 1
letter, according to the source, who says that Inhofe feels there is a timely need to discuss the
economic impacts of mandatory climate progr ms like Kyoto Protocol following approval of the
Sense of the Senate.

Sen. Tom Carper (D-DE), a proponent of man atory carbon controls and an EPW member, told
Inside Washington Publishers on July 19 that limate change is "an issue that's entering prime
time" and said that the more attention that hearings can help bring to global warming, "the better."

Sen. John Mcoain (R-AZ), a co-sponsor with Sen. Joseph Lieberman (0-CT) of a bill that would
establish a mandatory cap-and-trade system f )r carbon dioxide, lost some support this Congress
when McCain added incentives for the develo ment of nuclear power, and the bill failed as a
proposed amendment to the Senate version o' the energy bill.

But McCain said in a July 19 interview that he intends to keep the nuclear power provisions in his
bill, and perhaps offer it again by this fall. Mc amn also said he would support any other legislation
that resulted from the various climate hearingE if they were at least as stringent as his bill. "The
fact is we've got to reduce the emission of [GF G1. If they've got a better way of doing that, I'm all
for it," he said.

In a related matter, a three-judge panel of the US. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit on July 15 backed EPA's decision to reject a number of petitions calling on EPA to
regulate GHG emissions from motor vehicles tnder its existing Clean Air Act authority. Over a
dozen state attorneys general and numerous environmental groups filed the petitions in 2003.

Environmental attorneys say they are likely to either appeal the decision to the Supreme Court or
call for an en banc hearing by the full circuit c urt, based on the fractured nature of the ruling.
One judge issued a dissenting opinion in favoi of environmentalists, while the other two did not
explicitly rule on whether EPA has the authori y to regulate GHG emissions.

Judge A. Raymond Randolph, writing the majority opinion, argued under the assumption that
EPA does have the authority to regulate vehic: e emissions, but ruled the agency had the
discretion to reject the petitions. Judge David 3entelle concurred with that decision but argued the
plaintiffs did not have standing to bring the Ia suit in the first place.
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BEIJING'S "green" credentials for the 2008 Clympics could be boosted by revolutionary
Australian technology to clean coal.

Sydney company UCC Energy has signed an arrangement with Datang International Power to
use its technology for a power station which i! hoped to be operating before the Olympics.

But it is unlikely the new product will be used a reduce emissions in the Australian electricity
industry any time soon.

UCC Energy's managing director, John Langl ay, said yesterday that ultra-clean coat, which was
developed in a joint venture with CSIRO, could reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
processing high-value coals by 1 0 per cent to 20 per cent.

If it were used as power-station fuel, the emis 3ions from coal-fired stations -- which account for
about 83 per cent of Australia's greenhouse gas emissions -- could be cut by 25 per cent to 30
per cent.

At Cessnock in the NSW Hunter Valley, UICOnry whICh is ultimately owned by the publicly
listed Felix Resources, has commercialised the CSIRO-developed ultra-clean process, which
uses chemicals to reduce mineral impurities iA coal to less than 0.2 per cent.

CSIRO, which has patented the process, receives an undisclosed royalty on commercial sales of
the process.

Mr Langley said UCC produced a fuel so pure that it could be fired directly into high-efficiency gas
turbines. This could form the basis for substarntial reductions in greenhouse gases in the power
industry.

UCC is working with the world's biggest produ er of gas turbines, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, to
modify high temperature gas turbines to use L CC fuel. Mitsubishi has been involved in the
development of the process since 1998.-

'W hat we have is coal that is processed to re ove impurities which then can be turned into
briquettes for shipment or for direct feed into power stations," Mr Langley said.

'We've already sent bulk tonnages of the product to Japan where it has tested very well.



'We've also processed four different coals from China and demonstrated the process can work

just as well on their high-quality coals as ours.'

Mr Langley said he expected that once Misbshi had decided on suitable modifications to
turbine blades, fuel injectors and igniters, a tet program would take between 12 and 18 months.

The turbine technology would then be available for Datang to incorporate into a power station
using UCC fuel.

Mr Langley said that while energy was used tcL process the coal, UCC Energy's calculations

showed that the final product covered both its higher production cost and greenhouse emissions.

He said the ultra-clean coal would compete w th natural gas. This coal, he said, could be supplied.

to Japan for $US3.30 to $US3.60 a gigajoule compared with $US4.50 to $US5.O0 a gigajoule for
gas.

Mr Langley said the process was suitable only for high-quality coals, which meant it could be

used on black coals from NSW and Queenslan~d. But the power'generation industries in both

states, which are effectively government-owned, were not interested.

"It seems they just don't want to beinvolved ir developing technology that will reduce greenhouse
emissions from coal," Mr Langley said.
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Coal and cows are bolstering the nation's ex ort performance. But the trade effort is struggling in
the face of cheap clothes and household goods.

New figures released today show Australia is growing mare dependent on a few key export
commodities - and markets - to pay its way irn the world.

Australian exports hit a record $162 billion in~ 2004-05, driven by huge price rises in several
minerals and in part due to the taste for Australian beef.

Total merchandise exports rose almost $18 lbillion during the year to give one of its best

performances for years.

But price rises for the mineral and energy secos ls h ains beef exports, accounted for



86 per cent of that increase.

Imports rose almost the same amount as exports, but there was a much greater spread.
Australians seemed just as interested in clotl es and IDVO players as they were with imported
cars and raw steel.

No wonder Australia is keen to push its new ihimate pact and bypass the Kyoto Protocol and all
its negative consequences for the export of greenhouse gas producing products.

Coal exports were worth almost $17 billion in 2004-05, a $6 billion or 55 per cent increase over
the previous year.

Iron ore exports were up 53 per cent, or $2.8 billion, over the same period.

Mnother strong performer was cows, or more specifically, beef.

Exports of beef were up almost 25 per cent I st financial year, and now stand just shy of $5
billion.

The combination of cows and coal helped bo st Australian exports to Japan by a whopping $5
billion to almost $25 billion. Japan stands head and shoulders above ever other nation as
Australia's most important export market.

But when imports are taken into account it is China that is the big player - and iVs only getting
bigger. A

Total two-way merchandise trade between A stralia and China grew the best part of 30 per cent
in the past 12 months to $32.8 billion.

China overtook the United States as Australi is second -biggest trading partner. Two-way trade
with the US is now at $30.7 billion.

While Australia benefits from China's dleman for coal and iron ore, it is sending back even more
clothes, shoes and cheap electronic goods.

Cheap Chinese cars are also starting to find their way into Australia. Expect this sector to grow
even more strongly in coming months.

It all means that when some semblance of reality comes back to the commodities sector,
Australia's trade deficit may head further into the red.

The value of coal, iron ore and other minerals will fall - and with it the value of exports.

And at the same time, demand for cheap iml orts will continue to grow.



From: Peel, Kenneth L.
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Subject: Climate clips - 8/l/05

FYI

Perhaps now Europe wiI come clean about
climate change
By Neil Collins
(Filed: 01/08/2005)

(DAILY TELEGRAPH, UK) Wednesday, July 6 was a day to bury good news. The members of

the House of Lords select committee on economic affairs could hardly have anticipated the

bizarre decision of the International Olympic 4ommittee, whc ddso much to help their report on

"The Economics of Climate Change" to pass Unnoticed - and we all know what happened the

following day.

In fact, the report is a sensational document It is, in effect, an attack on the Kyoto accord through

its weakest point, the underlying science. Th committee savages the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC), the body on who~e "research" Kyoto is built. The language, as befits

their lordships, is suitably restrained.

'We have some concerns about the objectiyity of the I PCC process," they write, "with some of its

emissions scenarios and summary docume ntation apparently influenced by political



considerations. There are significant doubts ~bout some aspects of the IPCC's emissions
scenario exercise. .. the Government should press the IPOC to change their approach. There are
some positive aspects to global warming and these appear to have been played down in the
IPCC reports .. .

There's much more, but you get the general idea. It's the nearest the Lords ever comes to
blowing a raspberry. So who are these people to come up with such heretical ideas? The 13
committee members include two former chahcellors of the Exchequer, a former governor of the
Bank of England and three distinguished ec nornists. Unlucky for some, you might say, including
Sir David Wallace, the vice-president of the Royal Society.

He's the man who wrote, in his official capactity, to journalists in April warning that "there are
some individuals on the fringes. .. who have been attempting to cast doubt on the scientific
consensus on climate change". He appealed for us "to be vigilant against attempts to present a
distorted view of the scientific evidence".

Their lordships have taken him at his word, Lut their attempt at scientific rigour has produced
quite the wrong answer, at least from his pont of view. Let's hope he doesn't find himself in the
position of that individual on the fringe he's trging us to avoid.

Coincidentally, the very day the Lords report came out, his position and that of the other Kyoto
believers was already looking a little shaky. The environment was high up the agenda of the GB
meeting in Gleneagles, and the participants were faced with the choice of either casting America
as a polluting pariah or signalling that the Kyoto accord was a blind alley, as President Bush had
always maintained. To the surprise of many~ they chose the latter.

The Americans had argued that both the science and economics of climate change were highly
uncertain; that there was nothing in Kyoto for them other than extra costs; that it would all be
pointless if developing countries are excluded from restrictions; and that the solution to global
warming lay with technology rather than rationing. The logic of this position overcame the political
warm glow that the other leaders might hav ~ felt from condemning America (again), and while it's
something of an exaggeration to say that th a Kyoto accord is dead, iVs certainly looking very ill.

It was not helped last week by the US-led c~pwihluce he snappily named Asia-Pacific
Partnership on Clean Development and Clii ate. Endorsed by Australia, China, India, South
Korea and Japan, the-plan is to try to find p4 actical solutions rather than don hair shirts. While
Robert Zoellick, America's deputy secretary~ of state, claimed that "we are not detracting from
Kyoto in any way", it looked suspiciously as~ though he was playing Brutus to the Kyoto Caesar.

If so, the European Union countries are playing the other senators, since they have no realistic
chance of meeting the targets they have a red for 2012. Having set themselves unrealistic limits
on carbon dioxide emissions, with draconia penalties if they are missed, the outcome promises
to be a re-run of the Stability and Growth Pt farce. Breaches of that pact, which was designed
to control government deficits for countries in the European single currency, are now so
widespread that it's essentially a dead letter.

Since signing up to Kyoto, the EU memberl have actually drifted further away from their targets.
Twelve of the 15 original signatories are so far away that they are virtually certain to miss them,
and to incur the eye-watering financial penalties as a result. Only Britain and Germany are closer,
thanks to the switch from coal to gas here Ond the closure of East Germany's heavy industry
there. The politicians may claim that we ar( "on track" to meet our targets, but as a whole the EU
is already miles off.



Christopher Horner of the Competitive Enterpr se Institute - and one of those people Sir David

warned us journalists to beware of -goes further: "Given these penalties, Kyoto seems designed

to fail. There is the increasing possibility that sijfficient greenhouse gas credits will not exist at any

price for the EU to try and buy its way to compliance even if it wished."

This is what their lordships seem to have gras~ed in their little-noticed report. They conclude:

"The Kyoto protocol makes little difference to ats of warming, and has a naive compliance

mechanism which can only deter other countries from signing up to subsequent tighter emissions

targets. We urge the Government to take a le& in exploring alternative 'architectures' for future

protocols, based perhaps on agreements on technology and its diffusion."

Hard though it may be for the hair-shirt brigad 3 and the Royal Society to accept, there's an awful

possibility that the Americans were right all along. The Kyoto accord looks like yesterday's
approach to yesterday's conception of tomorrow's problem.

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Economic growth is green
FRASER NELSON

(THE SCOTSMAN, UK) THE Kyoto Protocolr? That was so last century. Even the Japanese, who

founded it, have moved on to the next big thk ig. The plastic wristbands aren't yet printed, but the

new logo is complete: growth is green.

Last week, a new environment pact was agreed in Laos by India, China, South Korea, Australia,

Japan and the US: to go for economic growth and use the proceeds to produce new, clean
energy technology.

Rather than see business growth as a rapac ous process which fells forests and warms the planet

by belching out greenhouse gasses, the Laos deal argues growth is the solution to the

environmental problems.

Few saw this coming. The countries had gathered in an Asia-Pacific forum, but Australia and the

US had for months been working in secret about a successor deal to Kyoto, which neither of them

have signed. Both were concerned that Kyo wa al bu lmming on the economic brakes

and putting the world on an energy diet - with targets tying the hands of 'rich countries, while

leaving India and China unconstrained.

The Kyoto creed is certainly a snapshot of 1 990s world politics. It reflected a centre-left

consensus that globalisation and soaring business profits posed a threat to the environment, and

that companies had to be reined in.

Its target, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 5.2% by 201 0, did not affect India and China,

who were seen as too small to make any significant contribution towards the problem. Now,

better research shows just how backward arid dangerous the Kyoto principles were - it would

have slowed global warming by six years over the next century. A pitiful result for an economic

cost of £200 billion.



The creed behind last week's deal was that e onomic growth - not placing shackles on energy

consumption - is the best way to helping the environment. Growth is not only good: growth will
save the planet.

The White House released a fact sheet spellihg it out. "Stagnant economies are one of the

world's greatest environmental threats, because people who lack food... cannot be expected to

preserve the environment at the expense of their own survival," it said.

A 1995 World Bank study found just this: a "very strong, positive association between

environmental indicators and economic deve opment' - when GOP per head reaches the $1 0,000
level (where Russia is now) green improvem nt follows.

This is why the environment has been getting better since the 1970s, quite contrary to the

projection given by politicians who have no trse h at.I very country, the green
revolution has been fuelled by economic gro th.

It was prosperity, not regulations, that ditched Edinburgh's "auld reekie" reputation and allowed
Glasgow to leave its industrial past while reducing sulphur dioxide emissions by 87% over four
decades.

By contrast, desert is spreading in the Sahara because nomads are exploiting the fertile lands

then moving on to the next target. Rainforests are felled in Latin America because, for many, it is
the only means of making a living.

As the Brazilian economy progresses, its pejple will rise from their agrarian knees and its

government can afford controls on wastewater and greenhos as emissions. As the world's
richest country, the US now wants a replace ent for fossil fuel.

America is now investing far more than Eurc pe in researching hydrogen fuel cells, clean coal,

excavating methane from coal beds, "carbon capture" recycling technology - costly and ambitious
schemes shared by the Laos countries.

This is not because George Bush is a closel Greenpeace member. He just hates America's
reliance on oil producers such as Saudi Ara ia: the sooner he can come up with an all-American
hydrogen device, the better.

It is hard to overstate how serious the Bush administration is about the project. Being reliant on

"foreign sources of energy' is repeated evei week by the White House like a curse the president
is desperate to fight off.

A generation ago, China was told it could n ver hope to have telephones for all its people
because there was not enough copper in the world to wire up its houses - and copper, it was
feared, could one day run out.

Wireless technology provided the answer. Ad so it may prove with energy: the US federal
government is working harder than anyone ~else to come out with the energy equivalent to mobile
phones.I

There is a good reason that the Laos deal whasn't struck at the G8 summit in Gleneagles. That
involved France, Germany and Italy: counti ies who specialise in wagging their finger at America
while duly delivering low economic growth.



This has many lessons for Scotland. We are o ie of the greenest countries on earth: our

woodland cover has trebled since 1947, and glass recycling has trebled since 1987. Our problem

is too little economic growth, not too much pollbtion.

Yet political opinion in the Scottish Parliament is way behind. The MSPs were reared on the

1980s green arguments and remain more con4~rned with making life difficult for motorists than

asking why one in three Glasgow adults are Joh)less.

Last week, we learnt Scotland's economic gro Arth fell stagnant at the start of the year: the price of

this is felt by the low-paid, kept on poor waged, and zones of joblessness in Dundee, Glasgow

and Edinburgh.

Growth produces health, wealth and clean environments. It arms countries for social problems, it

is the reason why the average black American (the most deprived group) is better-off than the

average European.

The political debate in Holyrood still regards rowth as something which primarily benefits

business, or the rich - an hl ulcygonn bu ctln' lwgot hysilips

the highest business tax in the UK.

But MSPs' failure to grasp the importance of 4conomic growth in Scotland reflects a larger failure

among Britain's political elite to understand it-. many benefits on a wider - and, ultimately,

ecological - scale. Kyoto was from the old enl Laos is from the new. This message is being

grasped by Asia and America, which is why they are first with the new green agenda. Going for

growth will produce the green tools to tackle bead-on the problems which Kyoto simply seeks to

defer.

…-- - - - - - - - - - - -------…

TMlE D ?~UION
INDEPENDENT
Brown counters Bush global warming snub with
own global study
By Geoffrey Lean, Environment Editor

Published: 31 July 2005

Gordon Brown is launching an unprecedeni d investigation into the damage global warming will

do to Britain and the world, and the cost of bringing it under control, in a direct challenge to

President George Bush.

The inquiry, which marks the Chancellor's growing preoccupation with climate change, will

examine the President's assertion that tackling it would ruin economies and wipe out jobs.

It comes on the heels of asnub to Britain, and Tony Blair, by Mr Bush, who last week announced

a new "partnership" on tackling global warming with Australia, India, China, South Korea and

Japan. He kept this initiative secret from M r Blair, failing even to mention it at the Gleneagles

summit three weeks ago.



The initiative, widely seen as an attempt to de!stabilise negotiations on a successor to the Kyoto

Protocol, which expires in 2012, avoids target for cutting the pollution that causes climate

change, preferring vague undertakings about te exchange of cleaner technologies.

Mr Brown, who has become increasingly concerned about the impact that droughts and floods

are having on deepening Third World poverty, has asked Sir Nicholas Stern, the Second

Permanent Secretary at the Treasury, to head the investigation.

it will examine the economic cost to Britain, priclarly in increased flood defences and

insurance against extreme weather. as the cli ate heats up, and attempt to quantify the

devastating effects on developing countries, dnd the world as a whole.

And it will scrutinise the many studies around ~the world which conclude that tackling global

warming costs far less than letting it occur unhiindered, and may even create jobs and boost

economies.

Unusually, Sir Nicholas will report to both Mr blair and Mr Brown - the only investigation to do so

apart from the Commission on Africa this year

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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HEADLINE: NO THANKS, MOREA SLAP IN THE FACE

BYLINE: GEOFFREY LEAN

HIGHLIGHT:
The US snubs attempts at curbing pollution REUTERS

BODY:
Has Tony Blair finally got his payback from George Bush for his support over Iraq? The President

has at last made a move on global warmind. But irs not a cut in the United States' profligate

discharges of carbon dioxide, the main cau1e of the climate change. Nor is it an admission that

Mr Blair's famed powers of persuasion hav~ eventually convinced him that the crisis is real.

Instead, as one senior Downing Street figuie told me, it is 'a slap in the face'.

The United States has got together with Australia " the only other developed country, apart from

Monaco and Liechtenstein, to have refusec~ to ratify the Kyoto protocol " to put forward their own

solution to global warming: an 'Asia-Pacifiq partnership for clean development and climate' with

China, India, Japan and South Korea.

Australia calls the initiative " which brings I gether countries accounting for half of the entire

world's carbon dioxide emissions "'bigger, more practical, and more likely to get results' than

Kyoto.

But, unlike the treaty, it contains no targets for cutting the pollution, resting instead on vague



undertakings to use cleaner technologies.

Humiliatingly for Mr Blair, the President told him nothing about the plan even though the Prime
Minister has made global warming a centrepie3ce of his presidency of the G8 this year.

Worse, the partnership is to hold its first meeting in November, neatly upstaging what at the time
looked like the Gleneagles summit's main acbiievement: the opening of pioneering talks on
tackling climate change between the G8 couintries and key developing ones that same month.

And, worse still, it could be used to sabotage~ vital negotiations in November for greater
reductions in the pollution after 2012, when the Kyoto protocol expires.

It looks like spite, and it probably is. George Bush was furious with Tony Blair for putting him on
the spot at the Gleneagles summit by focusirng on global warming and publicly pressing him to
make concessions. Rather than respecting the Prime Minister's leadership, he seems to be trying
to put him in his place.

Yet Mr Blair, if he responds cannily and strategically, could yet call Mr Bush's bluff and turn the

initiative to his " and, more importantly " the w~orld's benefit. He first has to avoid falling into the
Presidents trap by attacking the new initiative's concentration on technology as contradicting
Kyoto's emphasis on mandatory cuts in polli ton. In fact, they are complementary. The big cuts
needed will not happen without new, much cleaner technology. But business will not develop or
adopt it without the stimulus and predictability' of continuing forced reductions.

Next, he needs to exploit the advantages thE initiative offers. It shows how much pressure Mr
Bush is under on global warming at home thpt he has to appear to offer an alternative solution. It

also suggests that China and India are trying to get Europe and the US to compete to sell them
clean technologies, without which burning th'eir vast coal reserves alone will be enough to ruin the
climate. Mr Blair has started well by refusing to be publicly miffed, and cautiously welcoming the
initiative. He must now rally Europe and the vest of the world to insist on continuing the Kyoto
process, and keep the pressure up on Mr Bdish. As President of the EU over the next six months,
he is ideally placed to do so.

It will take the kind of strategic thinking that kough LnothOlympics. We have already seen
some of this from both Mr Blair in the run-u to Gleneagles and in Gordon Brown's
announcement last week that Sir Nick Stern[ who pulled together the Africa Commission, is to
report on how tackling global warming can d e made to benefit the economy.

By using the new initiative to bind the US into a worldwide assault on global warming, Mr Blair
could yet turn the snub into a breakthrough.

ATHExu AUSTRALIAN
Climate pact cold on c rbon tx
Katharine Murphy
August 01, 2005

(THE AUSTRALIAN) AUSTRALIA will not upport a carbon tax or a carbon-trading scheme as
part of a new international partnership to cdmbat climate change.

Industry Minister Ian Macfarlane said yesteray that such proposals were "a very long way from
our thinking at the moment'.



"I think the adoption of new technologies to low er greenhouse emissions will come without any

punitive measures," he told The Australian.

Mr Macfarlane's strong intervention in the renewed debate over greenhouse policy follows the

announcement last week of an alliance between the US, Australia and Asian nations to fight

global warming.

It also follows a recent softening in Prime Minstr John Howar' attitude to climate change,

which was interpreted by some state premier as leaving the door open for a national carbon-

trading scheme.

The Bush administration has come under growking pressure to consider a more national approach

to environmental policy as US states begin to develop separate carbon-trading schemes.

Foreign Affairs Minister Alexander Downer tol d the ABC yesterday there was a need to change

".pricing signals" to encourage business to take up new technology to cut greenhouse emissions.

"By changing price signals, obviously, that ledds to changes in the investment patterns," Mr

Downer said. "You can get more investment ihto cleaner energy through changing pricing

signals.''

Those comments on price signals were thou~ ht to refer to carbon-trading schemes or a carbon

tax.

Carbon-trading schemes, which are operatin~ overseas, allow big producers of carbon dioxide to

"buy" carbon credits to meet emission-reduction targets.

Carbon credits are sold by companies such as renewable energy producers or forestry groups.

A carbon tax, presumably imposed by the co mmonwealth, would penalise big carbon dioxide

producers.

But a senior government source said yester iay carbon taing or a carbon tax was "not

something we are actively considering''.

Australia will host the first meeting later this ~year of the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean

Development and Climate, comprising Australia, the US, China, India, Japan and South Korea.

The new partnership, revealed exclusively by The Australian last week, rejects the model of the

Kyoto protocol, which sets binding targets f&r reductions in emissions.

It will instead put the emphasis on using ne w technologies to reduce or capture carbon dioxide

pollution.

Mr Downer said yesterday ASEAN countril would be welcome t join the new partnership once

the details and objectives were worked out.

Mr Macfarlane said the Howard Government could consider providing new incentives for

business, such as tax breaks or extra fundiig, to encourage companies to take up costly

technologies to lower their greenhouse gad emissions.

The minister said if the new technologies eerged, and tere was evidence business was failing

to take them up, he would "revisit"'the existng levelcof taxpayer support.



But at this stage there was no proposal to increase government assistance and he urged industry

to get on board without having to resort to taxpayer support.

'We need to see industry commit to this," Mr Macfarlanle said.

He said recent work done by Australian officials estimated that a reduction in greenhouse gas

emissions would have a depressing effect on ~global economic growth.

But he said measures promoted by the Kyoto protocol would cut the value of global production by

5 per cent, whereas technology-based solutidfns would see the effect greatly reduced, to 1.3 per

cent.

REUTERS :
KNOW NOW.

Australia says ASEAN Nations Keen on New

Climate Pact

AUSTRALIA: August 1, 2005

MELBOURNE -Southeast Asian countries have
expressed interest in joining a new US-le I partnership
to cut greenhouse gas emissions by dev loping
technology and economic incentives, Autrala
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said.

The Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and

Climate between Australia, the United States, China,
Japan, South Korea and India was unveiled at an
Association of South East Asian Nations (A~ EAN) forum
in Laos last week.

'The ASEAN governments were asking me~ whether it

would be possible for them to join this partrjership in time,"

Downer said on Australian television on Su iday.

"And I made it clear that once we've worked out how we

want it all to come together, we, in principl{, would be very

happy to see ASEAN countries become involved because
their economies are growing and they're significant
emitters as well," he said.

Unlike the Kyoto climate agreement, whicl requires cuts

in greenhouse emissions by 5.2 percent below 1990

levels by 2008-12, the Asia-Pacific partnet ship has no
time frames or targets.

'We hope that we'll start to get results under our



partnership fairly quickly," Downer said.

'That's going to require collaborative research~ It's also
going to mean we'll have to investigate price signals
coming from energy."

Downer said the work woulId probably be paid for jointly by
governments and the private sector.

The six founding partners of the new pact accp3unt for 45
percent of the world's population, 48 percent of the world's
greenhouse gas emissions and 48 percent of te world's
energy consumption.

The United States and Australia are the only elod
nations outside Kyoto. Both say Kyoto, agreed to in 1997;
is flawed because it omits developing states.

The United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has said world temperatures me likely to
rise between 1.4 and 5.8 degree Celsius (2.5i 10.4 degree
Fahrenheit) by 21 00, linked to the build-up of geenhouse
gases from human activities.

REUTERS NEWS SERVICE

U.S. enters partnership~ to counter Kyoto pact
Published Sunday, July 31, 2005

WASHINGTON (AP) - President George W. Bushfls answer to global warming is technology.

In a move to counter the Kyoto Protocol, which requires mandatory cuts in so-called greenhouse
gas emissions, he is making the technology pitch as part of a partnership with five Asian and
Pacific nations, including China and India. The idea is to get them to commit to cleaner energy
production as a way to curtail air pollution that most scientists believe is causing the Earth to
warm up.

The administration announced late Wednesday that it has reached an agreement with the five
countries to create a new partnership to deploy cleaner technologies for producing energy
whenever possible.

The agreement does not bind any of the countries to specific emission reductions, adhering to the
Bush doctrine that dealing with climate change should be voluntary and not imposed by
mandatory reduction targets and timetables.~ White House officials also dismissed suggestions
that the diplomatic initiative was aimed at undercutting the Kyoto accord, noting that several of
the participants also embrace Kyoto.



Neither China nor India was covered by the ytoagreement

The new pact, which also includes as particiart JaaSuhKrea and Australia, was viewed
by senior White House officials as a significan tptoadeabishing a framework in which
rapidly emerging industrial countries will be ecuadtopdcecleaner energy as a way to
keep climate-changing chemicals out of the atopee seialy carbon from fossil fuels.

Bush called it a "new, results-oriented partnerhp ht"ilalwour nations to develop and
accelerate deployment of cleaner, more efficiet energy tchnologies to meet national pollution
reduction, energy security and climate change cncerns in ways that reduce poverty and promote
economic development."

Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman will seek to move
the issue forward in meetings with their counterparts in the partnership this fall.

'We are hopeful this will create a complementa ry framework" to Kyoto, said James Connaughton,
chairman of the presidentfls Council on Environmental Quality. He said the partnership was not
meant to replace Kyoto.

The United States rejected the 1997 Kyoto pact, which requires reductions of greenhouse
emissions by industrial nations. Bush said earlier this month that he recognizes that human
activity contributes to a warmer Earth, but he cntinues to oppose the Kyoto treaty, which all
other major industrialized nations signed, becas deeoping nations werenrt included in it.

Bush prefers to address climate change throug vlnayactions and by emphasizing
development of new technologies that reduce ~missions and capture carbon.

As the new partnership develops, it will "harness in significant and greater ways the investments
necessary to ... reducing greenhouse gases" through technology transfers and exchange of
ideas, Connaughton said.

The six countries pledged "enhanced cooperation" to address the climate change issue through
development of less carbon-intensive technoloies, including clean coal and civilian nuclear
power, when outlining their energy needs.

Today, the United States accounts for a quare ofte world Es greenhouse gases going into the
atmosphere, with emissions growing at the rako .5 percent a year despite the
administrationUs voluntary climate changepoies

However, emissions are expected to surge iconries such as India and China, whose industrial
bases are growing rapidly.

'Within the next decade or two, developing countries will overtake the industrial world in total
greenhouse gas emissions so that by 2025, mre than half of global annual emissions will be
coming from developing countries," economisi David Montgomery, a critic of the Kyoto accord,
told a recent Senate hearing.

Environmentalists, who have been sharply critical of Bush [is voluntary approach to dealing with
climate change, called Wednesdayfls initiative little more than what already is being pursued
through various bilateral discussions.

"All theyElre doing now is wrapping together aewof these partnerships. There does not seem to
be anything new," said Annie Petsonk of Environmental Defense.



Connaughton said the agreement with the five A0sian countries culminated more than five months

of talks. Bush personally discussed the issue with Australian Prime Minister John Howard and

Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh when Ply recently visited Washington.

Like Bush, Howard has been a sharp critic of tipe Kyoto climate accord, preferring other

approaches to dealing with global warming. 'We know that this is the answer," Howard said in

Canberra, referring to the partnership. "We know the Kyoto Protocol is a failure in terms of saving
the climate. We have to do better.'

In recent weeks, Bush has gained several victories for his climate policies.

Congress is preparing to enact broad energy legislation that essentially endorses the voluntary

approach to climate change and includes incehtives for development and exporting clean energy
technologies.

And earlier this month in Scotland, the Group of Eight industrialized countries bowed to U.S.

pressure by approving a declaration on climate change that avoided taking any concrete steps to

fight global warming, such as setting targets or timetables for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.

…-…-- -- -------- …-- - ---- -- --

UN climate body welcomes new US-Asia global
warming pact
Fri Jul 29,1:14 PM ET

Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), Joke Waller-Hunter

welcomed the pact between the United States andfv Asia-Pacific nations to curb greenhouse gases.

BONN, Germany (AFP) -The United Nations expert body on climate change welcomed anew

pact between the United States and five Asi -Pacific nations to curb greenhouse gases which are
causing global warming.



'We welcome the initiative and the commitme it to action through international partnership and
cooperation expressed by the governments invlvd," said the Executive Secretary of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UFCC), Joke Wailer-Hunter.

"The partnership addresses the crucial relationsi btendvlpment, energy needs and
their related investments, energy security and adecrease in greenhouse gas intensity," Waller-
Hunter said in a statement.

"Concrete measures fostering low-carbon enery investments are vital contributions to achieving
the objective of the Convention".

The United States, Australia, China, India, Japan and South Korea announced on Thursday the
new non-binding compact to reduce emissions at aregional forum in Laos.

This initiative does not have enforcement standards or a specific timeframe for signatories to cut
emissions, unlike the 1997 Kyoto Protocol Wh-ich the United States and Australia have refused to
ratify.

The United States is the world's largest greenhouse gas emitter with 25 percent of global carbon
dioxide emissions.

Scientists predict global warming, caused mainly by increasing carbon dioxide emissions from the
burning of coal, gas and oil in motor vehicles )nd power stations, will increase the frequency and
severity of droughts, flooding and storms, thre atening global agricultural production.

The Kyoto protocol, which is the legally bindin g instrument of the UNFCC, came into force this
year and commits industrialized nations to cut emissions to 5 percent below 1990 levels by 2012.

Wailer-Hunter said the new agreement like the recent G8 Gleneagles declaration on climate
change would provide an impetus to talks on the next phase of the Kyoto protocol after 2012,
which begin on November 28 in Montreal.
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BODY:
FOR its mostly European supporters, the Ktogreenhouse treaty's time surely had come.

In November last year, a diplomatic coup haldelivered Russia into the climate-change treaty's
arms. A month later, greenhouse representaives of 194 nations were gathered in Buenos Aires



to lay the ground for an even more ambitious "son of Kyoto".

But Jim Connaughton had other ideas. The director of environmental policy in George W.Bush's
White House quietly floated the idea of an Asia-Pacific regional climate alliance that would
sideline the Europeans' Kyoto dream.

The balding and bespectacled Connaughton lJnew that Russia's ratification would bring the

protocol into force, leaving Australia and the US -- who both refused to sign the agreement -- out
in the cold.

The first stage of the Kyoto Protocol ends in 2012 and the Europeans were keen to draw
developing nations into a new agreement to ofet the competitive disadvantage the existing
treaty imposes on members.

The European Union had been working hard among members of the Group of 77 developing
countries and their previous blanket oppositiob to binding targets was softening.

But Connaughton and the US undersecretary of state for global affairs, Paula Doriansky, had
been doing their own lobbying.

China and India both split from other developing nations to join the US in opposing new
negotiations on a replacement for Kyoto. Witt~ China, India, the US and Australia opposed, there
was no consensus for new negotiations.

The conference fizzled out It was the chance the US was looking for.

Connaughton's office began fleshing out a pa~ct that would focus on efficient use of technology
rather than the binding targets of Kyoto.

Federal Environment Minister Ian Campbell sasthe Government had always intended to pursue
a climate partnership on low-emissions technoogy and said so duing last October's election
campaign.

He bristles at suggestions that Australia was anything but a key player in the creation of the Asia

Pacific Clean Development and Climate partnership announced this week.

"Australia has played an incredibly important role within the Asian region in pulling the partnership

together and anyone who understimates that role has no idea what they're talking about," he said
yesterday.

But in reality the alliance was Connaughto' baby.

In March, he took his idea on tour, stoppn frst in Canberra then India and China.

Travelling with him were the head of intentonal environment policy Kenneth Peel and the chief

climate negotiator Harlan Watson. In Canba the team met with John Howard, Foreign Minister
Alexander Downer, Industry Minister Ian Mafrlane, Campbell and also the head of the
greenhouse office, Howard Bamsey.

The Americans also included a meeting in Sdney with industry leaders. Their message was that

there was an opportunity for the US and the Astralian governments to take the lead in shaping a
post-Kyoto world.

Kyoto would only cover 20per cent of global emissions by 2020, they said, and the only path to

tackle long-term climate risks was the developmen olwgrenhouse gas emission
technologies.



China and India would be able to deliver real reductions in global emissions with the use of good

technology, whereas they would never agree tcurtail their development under Kyoto's

quantitative emission limits. But they gave no hint the ideas they were expressing were the

template for a new greenhouse agreement already under intensive negotiation.

A few days later in Sydney, over a convivial meaal of seafood and white wine at the Waterfront

restaurant in Circular Quay, Downer offered Adelaide as the venue for the first ministerial
meeting.

Within weeks of Connaughton's visit, Campbeil had been dispatched to Washington to discuss

details with US environment officials.

Downer talked to India's environment minister during a three-day visit there in June and also had

some talks with Japan's Vice-Foreign Minister at the ASEAN summit underway in Vientiane.

The other two members of the Asia-Pacific greenhouse pact, South Korea and Japan, took time

to convert but Japan was well worth the effort!

As the host for the original 1997 Kyoto climate change conference, it had invested much political

capital in convincing the world's industrialised nations to cut greenhouse emissions 5 per cent by
2012.

But Japan was not easily convinced the deal wuld not undermine Kyoto and only agreed to join

the pact at the ASEAN summit this week. Car pbell won't say if there were any countries

approached that refused to join. But he says 'we got the countries we wanted".

"And this is only the start of it. We would welcIome other countries in."

The first ministerial meeting of the alliance will be held in November. By then Campbell hopes to

have made progress on an action plan.

The Government revealed this week that a fjnd would be established to help finance renewable

energy options and technology-based low emissons solutions.

Campbell told CNN he alliance would eventually oversee the replacement of many existing power

stations in member countries with "the very est new technologies".

Beyond that, and the promise of no emission reductions targets, there is scant detail.

Powerful executives of the coal mining indusr meting in Canberra yesterday had to suspend

their agenda to listen to two federal bureaucatItl them the Government had yet to work out

how Australian technology would be incorporated into the new six-nation greenhouse agreement.

'.We welcome the initiative but we have no J~e how the architecture of the agreement will work,"

Mark O'Neill, head of the Australian Coal Asociation said.

Critics of the alliance say voluntary emissions reductions schemes are doomed.

Greenpeace's Catherine Fitzpatrick believe4 it's no coincidence the meeting will be held two

weeks before Kyoto Protocol countries meet for the first time since the agreement came into force

in February.

It is at that meeting in Montreal that talks ha ve been rescheduled for how to draw developing

nations into Kyoto's second commitment phae.



importantly, as non-participants to the treaty, A ustralia and the US could well be left out of those

negotiations.

But at least it knows now it has friends in the room.
…--- - …-- - - -…-- - - - - - - - - - - -
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The Bush administration's climate change POlIicies have found a home in the energy conference

report thanks to a specific title that coordinates existing federal policies and encourages the

exchange of low and zero-carbon technologies with developing countries.

House-Senate conference negotiations this week scaled back the climate section from its original

design -- sponsored by Sens. Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.) and Mark Pryor (D-Ark.) -- by removing a

section that authorizes direct loans and loan guarantees for specific pollution control

technologies. Senate aides said the loan provisions were dropped from the final conference

report because they were duplicated elsewhere in the 1,725-page legislation.

Despite the change, the White House has hiled the overall legislation, and the climate language

specifically, for providing a framework for their longer-term goal of stabilizing and then reducing

greenhouse gas emissions as compared to Ul S, economic growth, also known as greenhouse

gas intensity. Critics of the energy legislatior say the climate change section does nothing to deal

'with the threat of global warming and rising domestic emission levels.

With the measure apparently on its way tote president's desk for signature, the White House in

recent days has been touting its new lega atorities. Most recently, Bush signed the United

States up this week for a new international tecnology-sharing agreement with Australia, China,

India, Japan and South Korea that in many 'hays appears premised on the energy bill.

The energy bill "sets a legislative foundation for this type of partnership," Jim Connaughton,

chairman of the White House Council onE Evronmental Quality, told reporters Wednesday.

Like the new U.S.-Asia-Pacific international oalition, the energy bill steers clear of calling for any

type of mandatory cuts on domestic greenhouse gas emissions. That!s because the Senate voted

last month against the only proposal that would have required such cuts, a 38-60 defeat of an

amendment from Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.) that would have

imposed strict limits on the electric utility, transportation and manufacturing sectors.

Congressional interest in climate change was strongest in the Senate and not the House, which

avoided any specific provisions on the issue within its version of an energy bill. The Senate made

its mark when it adopted the Hagel-Pryor proision, 66-29.



Of the climate language that actually survived te conference report, Jonathan Black, a legislative

aide to Senate Energy and Natural Resources Commitlee Ranking Member Jeff Bingaman (D-

N.M.), said it was a "modest improvement"to the Energy Department's current technology

programs.

Climate title details

The climate title of the energy bill is broken into two subtitles: National Climate Change

Technology Deployment and Climate Chang Tehnology Deployment in Developing Countries.

In the former, Bush is required within 180 day to establish a new climate-focused technology

committee that will "integrate current federal climate reports" and "coordinate federal climate

change technology activities and programs." Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman will lead the

panel, which also will include the heads of thel commerce, Agriculture and Transportation

departments, U.S. EPA, CEQ and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy.

According to the legislation, the panel's first ta sk is the creation of a "national strategy to promote

the deployment and commercialization of greenhouse gas intensity reduction technologies and

practices." The strategy can be gleaned from the work of national laboratories, academia and

private companies.

Bodman also must complete and then continually update a public inventory and evaluation guide

to technologies that help reduce greenhouse gas intensity. He also is called on to create an

advisory committee made up of energy industry officials, consumer groups, federal experts and

academia that would help to examine such teIechnologies to determine if there are statutory,

regulatory and economic hurdles in the way of their commercialization and deployment.

On the international side, the energy bill give~ the State Department the lead in creating a list of

the 25 developing countries that stand to gaini the most from new energy technologies to limit

greenhouse gas intensity. In amending the 1989 Global Environmental Protection Assistance Act,

the new energy bill also calls on Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice within 180 days of the bill's

passage to submit the list of countries to Con gress.

With help from the U.S. Agency for International Development, Rice is called on to "provide

assistance to developing countries specifically for projects to reduce greenhouse gas intensity."

Such efforts can include bilateral agreements, federal funding, private investments and expedited

deployment of U.S. technologies.

The U.S. Trade Representative is given a role in the international effort with a requirement to

identify foreign trade barriers that restrict the exporting of greenhouse gas intensity reduction

technologies and to negotiate with such countries to remove those limits.

Rice is also named head of a new committee that includes officials from USAID, DOE, USTR,

DOE, EPA and the Commerce Department ¶hat oversees the international effort to deploy the

new technologies. Eligible countries must meet certain criteria, including a government that

respects human and civil rights, protects private property and engages in economic policies open

to global trade and international capital markets.

…- - - -… - …-- - - - -- - - - - --------…
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BUSINESS New Zealand wants the Government to take a close look at an alternative to the

Kyoto protocol -- a Climate change pact betweIen several of New Zealand's top trading partners.

Business New Zealand chief executive Phil O'Reilly said it was too early to say if New Zealand

should join the pact.

Australia, the United States, South Korea, China and India have announced they have signed the

Asia Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and Climate.

They accounted for half of the world's greenhouse gas emissions.

'We only know a little bit about it," Mr O'Reillyl said. He had asked staff to gather more

information. "On the face of it we think it look's promising.

"We think the Government should take a cioler look at it and we think the Government should

keep an open mind once we know more aboUt it and once we have more conversations about

whether we should join it."

It was either an alternative to Kyoto or an addition if the costs were not big.

The partnership would promote clean technologies and sustainable development and wanted to

make them affordable for poor countries. In New Zealand the Government had taken "a stick

approach" to its Kyoto protocol commitments.

Its intention to introduce a carbon tax from Api 2007 would make New Zealand business less

competitive.

It would penalise all car users but few pracia alternatives existed.

He believed the pact was partly driven by coal interests. The countries wanted technology that

would make coal cleaner to burn. That was relevant to New Zealand which had abundant coal

reserves. However, green interests think the pact is hot air.

Sustainable Energy Forum spokesman JohIn Blakeley said: "From what I can understand it's

really lust platitudes."

It was questionable if European countries would meet their Kyoto emissions targets but at least

they were committed to something.

The pact sounded "like a best efforts thing with the hope that technology will save us. I don't think

that's necessarily true at all," he said.

"it doesn't actually tell anybody to do anything as I understand it. It's just waffle. It doesn't seem to

have any teeth."



it looked like a smokescreen so the countries d id not have to do anything, Mr Blakeley said.

Green Party co-leader Jeanette Fitzsimons saidi the deal looked like hot air and it was nonsense

to suggest new technology was outside the scp of the Kyoto protocol.
…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Australia, China, the United States, India, Japan and South Korea have launched an Asia-Pacific

Partnership for Clean Development and Clima'te, they announced on July 28, during a regional

ASEAN Forum in Vientiane, Laos. On the record, the European Commission welcomes the

technological development-driven partnership. What it actually involves has not yet been defined.

Discussions are due to be held in November in the Australian city of Adelaide.

BODY:
Australia has made it clear that the partnersh~ip would be in tune with the action now being

undertaken by the signatories of the UN climate Convention and would not seek to replace, but

complement the Kyoto Protocol. The United States was not bothered about any such niceties

whenit nnoucedthe artershp: We pppse any policy that would achieve reductions by

pulling Americans out of work or by simply shifting emissions from one country to anote. h

partersip i threfoe bsed n te clanet and most effective technologies and practices in

the following areas: clean coal, liquefied natuagsmtnecprends, civi nuclear g

power, renewable sources of energy, rural enery systems, advanced transport systemsbidn

and farming/forestry. The medium and long-ter cooperation will cover hydrogen techogis

nanotechnologies, advanced biotechnology, the next generation of nuclear fission reactors,

thermonuclear fusion.

Worthy of note is the fact that the partnership, according to the statements, plans to explore the

opportunities for "significant reductions in grenhouse gas intensities". It does not set any targets,

timetable or funding procedures but it does rak an importn ditinction in the light of the Kyoto

Protocol target figures for reducing greenho¶Jse gas emissions. In other words, it foreshadows the

outcome of the global negotiations in the contx of the post-Kyoto epoch: the six partners will

have no truck with absolute targets or net g eenhouse gas emissions reductions. As for

"'intensity", the policy is more in favour of c~parative targets such as 002 emissions per unit of

GDP.

Initial reactions from non-governmental organis3tions show they are not taken in by the news

about the US-Australia initiative. They stres that the lack of any targets in the six-country pact

seeks only to play down the efforts of the I tO Kyoto Protocol signatories. They hit out at the idea

of a "coal pact", owing to the involvement o four of the world's major coal producers (China,

Australia, the United States and India).



It did not take the United States long after the G8 Summit in Gleneagles (see Europe Information

2978) to make its mark on the negotiations iset to get underway in Montreal in November with a

view to deciding what action to take under thel Climate Change Convention after 2012. It is all

very well for the European Commission to feel "'encouraged" by this initiative, but it could well find

itself locked into a negotiating framework it dd~es not want. It has also said more is needed than

technologies to tackle the greenhouse effect.
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America unveils a new plan to combat globalI warming

SUMMITS of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) are not known for suspense

or surprises. But the regional club's latest polw-wow, which is due to conclude in Vientiane, Laos,

on July 29th, involved plenty of both.

First, Myanmar's military regime waited until Ithe last minute to announce that it would forgo

ASEAN's rotating chairmanship, and so spare the group an embarrassing boycott. Then, at the

ASEAN Regional Forum meeting, where Soluth-East Asian countries get together with other

Asian and Pacific nations, Australia agreed 'to sign a non-aggression treaty with the groupin

exchange for an invitation to yet another summit, where ASEAN hopes to start work on an East

Asian free-trade area. But the biggest bolt from the blue was the announcement, by America and

five Asia-Pacific countries, that they had dekised a new pact to combat global warming.

The details of this non-binding "Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate" are

fuzzy. But it emphasises technology transfers to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, rather

than the fixed targets and caps of the Kyotq protocol, the UN treaty on climate change. Rich

countries might help poorer ones develop devices to cut carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired

power plants, for example.

Two of the signatories of the new pact, Ameica and Australia, have already rejected the Kyoto

agreement as too rigid. Two others, China pnd India, are not bound by the protocol as it applies

only to developed nations. Indeed, of the six signatories to the new pact, only Japan and South

Korea have formally ratified Kyoto. In theony, therefore, the "partnership" could enormously

extend efforts to counter climate change. The countries concerned account for almost half the



world's population, economic output and green louse emissions.

Environmentalists dismissed the deal as toothl lss. Many fear it will stymie efforts to persuade

developing nations to sign up to Kyoto by the target date of 2012. The new pacvs members insist

that it will complement Kyoto, not supplant it. 9ne Australian official claims that it is designed to

reduce emissions faster than Kyoto would hav l. His country has devised a copper-bottomed plan

to convince sceptics: another summit, to be held in Adelaide in November.

-- - - - - -- - - - --- … - …-- - - - - -
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(THE WALL STREET JOURNAL) The new climate initiative that the U.S. and five Asian nations

unveiled yesterday was most interesting for w~hat it didn't say. The grand-sounding Asia-Pacific

Partnership on Clean Development and Climate drafted by the U.S., China, India, Japan, South

Korea, and Australia consists of a vague visi~n statement that calls for technology transfer to

speed the development of "clean" energy sources such as nuclear and hydroelectric power as

well as liquefied natural gas.

The agreement is long on rhetoric and short on substance, calling, for example, for an

international partnership 'to promote and create an enabling environment for the development,

diffusion, deployment and transfer of existing and emerging cost-effective, cleaner technologies

and practices."

Such rhetoric does little harm. And, crucially, it does not mandate specific emission cuts. In other

words, it avoids falling into the same trap as te Kyoto Protocol, which requires substantial

emissions cuts among the developed nations that are the world's most efficient users of energy --

a requirement that would have been costly td the U.S. had it foolishly signed on. Kyoto imposed

no such requirements on India or China, neither of which fetter their high-pollution industries with

the domestic environmental rules common tAthe developed world. No wonder both were happy

to sign an agreement that would have force many U.S. firms to relocate to less efficient factories

in, you guessed it, India and China. Austrai and the U.S. were quick to reject the treaty.

In likely deference to Indian and Chinese sensitivities, yesterday's agreement was officially

described as being designed to "complemedt, but not replace" K~yoto. But it's difficult to see it as

anything but another nail in the coffin of that deeply flawed treaty. After all, if Kyoto were really

viable there would have been no need for yesterday's agreement.

But we have our doubts whether there's any need to create an alternative diplomatic platform to

lure other countries away from the Kyoto agreement. The U.S. and Australia do not need a

multilateral "permission slip" in order to stand firm in rejecting compulsory caps on emissions.

Even a "fair" climate change agreement, one that doesn't drive industry away from efficient

cbuntries into high-polluting ones, only risks doing economic damage and giving unwarranted

credence to the shrillest claims of the "global-warming" lobby.



It's easy to forget that the main greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide -- which an Associated Press

dispatch referred to yesterday as "climate-changing pollutIon" -- is abpouto ua

respiration and has the same life-sustaining imlortance for trees and crops as oxygen does for

peope. Te s-called "science" used to support the idea that human activity is warming up the

globe is scoffed at by truly serious climatologists. Even if the global temperatuewr oic

upward, for whatever reason, the doomsday scenarios peddled by environmental activists remain

fanciful at best.

Some of the "clean" sources of energy cited in Iesterday's announcement, such as nuclear, could

be oreeffcint hanfosilfues.Norall, here would be no point in encouraging their use

since in an efficient market producers have every incentive maximietirfncaleunsBt

politics enters into the equation. Electricity gen ration in most countrimaes isoeitern stae-wneto

heavily regulated, and so not a fully competitivp industry. Misplacedciaeonrsmgh

actually move some~countries toward economically preferable power sources that happen also to

be less polluting. But fix ing inefficient regulation in the power industry is a worthy goal of its own,

and should not rely on poorly grounded climate worries.

The new agreement's most interesting feature is its defiance of leftists who have chosen to call

themselves "environmentalists." Ironically, when they were not busy demanding emissions cuts,

these people have led the fight against using n'¶uclear and hydroelectric power to replace higher-

emission coal plants. Those are, by a comfortable margin, the best currently available sources of

"alternative" energy. Yesterday's announcement suggests that politicians are catching on and it

will ratchet up the pressure on "environmentalists" to stop obstructing progress.



Clean energy special: The big clean-up

* 03 September 2005
* NewScientist.COm news service
* Ben Crystall

The sad Kotowoud nver work. They said cap, ing emissions was not the answer. And now the US and

Austali ar pufin ther mneywhee teir out isas ailof a six-nation pact dedicated to using

techoloy t hal clmat chnge.InhisspeIafocu (selinks on the right) we assess what the new

partersip ean fortheword, denify he echoloiesthat could make the biggest difference, and visit

"IT'PS QUITE clear the Kyoto protocol won't get teworld to where it wants to go," Australian environment

minister Ian Campbell told journalists on 27 July. 'We have got to find something that works better."

The next day, following months of secret negotiatifls, officials from the US, Australia, Japan, South Korea,

India and China laid out their alternative: an agreement to develop and share cleaner, more efficient

technologies that will, its backers say, meet climate concerns without strangling economic growth.

According to the six countries involved, the Asia- acific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate is

an honest attempt to reduce greenhouse gas emi ssions while providing "secure" energy supplies for the

nations involved. It will not undermine the Kyoto pmrtocol but complement it, by speeding up the spread of

clean technologies in developing nations.

There's little doubt that this is pmogress of sorts. A lone among industrialised nations. the US and Australia

have refused to ratify the Kyoto protocol, arguing that doing so would cripple their economies. The new

pact is a recognition that something needs to be doe.Th anonement wauseven accomstinpanied by a

unequivocal statement fmom the White House that global warming'i eladcuea es nprb

human activity.

But while advocates of Kyoto, including the United Nations, cautiously welcomed the initiative, others were

sceptical. European Community spokeswoman Barbara Helferrich says that technology alone is unlikely to

reduce emissions. Environmental groups have gone further, denouncing it as a deliberate attempt to

undermine Kyoto - a protectionist pact cooked uj by coal burners keen to look busy while actually doing

very little.

Certainly the partnership has revealed few details of its strategy. The nations involved simply pledge to

cooperate on developing and sharing clean-energy technologies. This includes anything and everything,

from improved energy efficiency to fusion. There are no targets and no binding agreements.

Politics aside, what can the partnership hope to Iachieve? What is the scale of the challenge it faces and

what kinds of solutions are likely to Prove most PIromising? Can technology really save the planet?

The task faced by the six nations is daunting.- To'gether, its members eat up 45 per cent of the world's

energy and belch out more than half its carbon dioxide emissions (see "Gas-guzzling planet'). Carbon

emissions from the US account for 24 per cent othglobal total, and are growing by 1.5 per cent annually.

China is on track to become the world's largest eitrby 2025, and by then India will not be fa r behind.

Thats a very big ship to turn around. A study by the US Department of Energy estimated that to meet

Kyoto targets the US would need to reduce its annual carbon emissions by about 540 million tonnes

between 2008 and 2012, equivalent to shutting ~0 coal-fired power stations each year. The study

suggested that meeting the target could cost th economy 4.2 per cent of its GOP by 201 0 - around $400

billion.



At the same time, however, the US is one of the leadig developers of technology to reduce carbon

emissions. And despite fears that greenhouse gas emissions can only be controlled by a revolutionary leap

in technology - fusion reactors, say - most experts have little doubt that we already have the technology to

stabilise atmospheric emissions.

In a paper published last year in Science (vol 305, pem968),n ustephen tacah ndoeoolowistathv ofrad

Princeton University outlined a strategy to stabilise eisosung1teffchgies tha haveigs alreadyg

proved themselves on an industrial scale. Their list !ihcludes better energy efiieciuidns, doubin

the fuel efficiency of cars, generating more electricit9 from wind turbines and adding 700 gigawatso

nuclar owe geeraion The authors calculate that by implementing seven or more of these, atmospheric

CO, levels will stabilise at today's levels by 2054. "Its an immense job," sasScow"btistrtbl.

One technology will be critical, he suggests: carbon sequestratiofl, which researchers and governments are

already taking very seriously (see "Going undergroIund"). Technologies for burning coal more cleanly (see

'A greener shade of black") are another key consideration.

If the new agreement smooths the spread of such technologies to developing countries, that is likely to be a

goodthin, sas DnnisAndeson a cimat an energy expert at Imperial College London. And in fact the

US already has technology exchange agreement wihall of the partnershpmmesncuigafra

link with India to develop nuclear power and a research agreement with China to develop fuel cells and

carbon sequestration.

This, however, raises a question: if the six countrie are already sharing clean energy technology, what can

the new agreement add?

The answer could, paradoxically, lie with Kyoto itef Teprotocol includes a mechanism for transfemrng

clean technology from one country to another. Bu ahproject must be approved by UN inspectors.

This is fine in theory, says Liz Bossley, a direco cfteLndon Climate Change Services group, but in

practice it is a bureaucratic quagmire. "The Asia-Pacfi Partnership says nuts to that," she says.

Instad, he ew areeent appears to allow rela vly straightforward technology transfer between

companies. And, says Bossley, if it turns out that tepartnership does help bring down barriersimgh

actually do what its supporters claim and complement Kyoto.

The pressure is on for the US and its partners to show the world that the Asia-Pacific Partnership is more

than just hot air. And with its inaugural meeting s heduled for November - just days before the next round

of UN climate negotiations get under way in Montreal - the world doesn't have long to wait.
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Canada doesn't see breakthrough at post-Kyoto meet

Reuters
By David Ljunggren
September 12, 2005

A major Montreal meeting charged with starting to draft a successor to the Kyoto climate change

accord is unlikely to produce a breakthrough, senior Canadian Official said on Monday.

The conference, which runs from November 28to December 9, will try to find common ground

between those countries that signed on to Kyot and those that did not, including the United

States, China, India and Australia.

"We don't expect outcomes on this at Montreal because this is the first discussion of the post-

Kyoto regime," the official told a briefing.

"But what we want to do is build bridges beten developing countries and industrial countries -

- including the industrial countries that are ntmembers of Kyoto -- as to the kind of regime

which might exist in the future."

Kyoto, designed to curb emissions of greenhouse gases blamed for global warming, formally

expires in 2012 and the task of forging a new Ireatywill be immense. Many of the 152

signatories have had trouble meeting their targets.

The United States, the world's biggest polluter, walked away from Kyoto in 2001, saying it

would harmn economic growth. It also complained the accord does not cover developing countries

such as China and India.

"We want this to be something w hich is remembered as the start of serious negotiations with the

countries that are not part of Kyoto," said the~ Canadian official.

"I don't think we're going to have another K))t in which not all industrial countries and no

developing countries establish targets for themselves ... If you were to negotiate Kyoto today you

would want China in it."

Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin will be at the United Nations this week, the official said,,

where he will raise the subject of the Montral conference with leaders such as Prime Minister

John Howard of Australia, who also walked away from Kyoto.

The official said Martin's message to HowarId would be: "It's very important that you take these

discussions seriously ... it's up to you to come up with something in Montreal as to how to bridge

the gap."~



Australia agreed in July to work with the Unite States, China, India, Japan and South Korea to

curb global warming but the six countries did not set targets for emissions cuts.

Another challenge at Montreal -will be dealing rith developing countries, which are likely to

demand help to meet emissions targets, the official said.

"The Indian (approach) ... is 'You give us the tichnology with no royalties to pay and we'll start

doing something'... It'll be a very complicated process," he said.

China/US: Beijing goes on charm offensive
Energy Compass
September 2, 2005

Hu Jintao makes his first trip to the US as ChinIese president next week. He aims to show that

Beijing presents no threat to the US, economically or militarily. That will be a tough sell.

Relations between the world's two biggest energy consumers have come under strain this

summer, pressured by arguments over textilest China's currency policy and Chinese

counterfeiting. CNOOC Ltd.'s abortive bid tbuUnclddn't help -- the state-controlled firm

was forced to bow out last month after US la}mkr etballistic (EC Aug.l12,p I ).

Hu arrives in Seattle on Sep. 5 and is schedued to meet with his US counterpart, George W.

Bush, two days later. The 13-day visit will include meetings with senior US officials and

business leaders, and courtesy calls to Canad and Mexico. Asian analysts expect the Chinese

president to treat it like a public relations can.pdign. Beijing is already trying to cultivate its

image in the US, sprucing up and expanding itmas, and making its presence felt in

Congress by hiring some of Washington's tplobis.The Chinese embassy, for example, has

contracted with Patton Boggs, the No. 1 lobb hp

Hu will "deliver the important message to the US leadership and the US public that China is a

force for peace," according to He Yafei, diredtor of the Chinese foreign ministry's North

American department. "A lot of people in t US see China as the cause of job losses and higher

oil prices. President Hu will go in the hope ofpstoigCiaas a friendly power rather than

a competitor," one analyst says. In return, hewl ieyse eassurances that Washington will

stop selling weapons to Taiwan, which Beji clisa atof its territory.

A key part of the discussions will be reparn tedmgdoeto the relationship by energy

competition. US critics complain that goveriment backing gives China's state firms a distinct

advantage over their Western publicly traded counterparts when it comes to securing energy

assets overseas. Washington is also concerned by Chinese investment in countries the US deems

rogue states such as Iran, Sudan and MyanmIar (Burma). Christopher Hill, assistant Secretary of

State for East Asia and the Pacific, says the administration is concerned that Beijing's need for

energy and other resources "could make China an obstacle to US aiid international efforts to

enforce norms of acceptable behavior." A number of US analysts believe China would thwart

any potential US attempts to get the UN to imose sanctins on Iran over its nuclear program.



Li Nan, a US-China relations expert at the Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies in

Singapore, says the Chinese will likely want to', focus on areas ripe for energy cooperation.

"China wants to reassure the US that it will not compete for resources and both should cooperate

on looking at methods of energy efficiency ancj technological advancement." China has much to

learn from America in terms of policy formulation, energy conservation and the development of

renewable energy, a Beijing analyst says. Li believes the US may also discuss the sale of nuclear

power plants.

For all the strains, the importance US policymaers attach to the relationship can be gauged from

the number of working groups being set up to adrss critical issues, says Travis Tanner, the

Northeast Asia director at the National Bureai of Asian Research, a US think tank. The

inaugural meeting of the US-China energy policy dialogue was held in June, where it was

announced that the US Energy Department would set up an office in Beijing. Both countries are

founding members of the Asia-Pacific PartneAhip on Clean Development, established in July to

use new technologies to curb greenhouse gas emissions. Critics say the group was created to

undermine the Kyotoclimate change treaty, which the US has refused to ratify (EC Aug. l 2 ,p 5 ).

By Song Yen Ling, Singapore, and Manimoli Dinesh, Washington

August 2005

Could New US-led Climate Pact Scuttle Kyoto Protocol?
World Gas Intelligence
August 24, 2005

A new "clean development" pact supported by arch Kyoto Protocol-opponents the US and

Australia attracted only modest attention whehn it was signed by those two countries plus China,

India, Japan and South Korea in late July, jus weeks after the G8 Summit meeting in

Gleneagles, Scotland that UK Prime Ministerj Tony Blair had hoped to use as a forum for

promoting intensified action against global warming (WGI Jun.22, p2).

However, many environmentalists now see that "Asia-Pacific Partnership on Cleafi Development

and Climate" as a serious threat to the Kyoto treaty that anchors Blair's and other European

leaders' approaches to global warming, even though the US and its partners insist the intention is

to supplement rather than supplant Kyoto. Bl~air and the other European leaders only found out

about the US-led initiative after it was signed, although it had been in the works for around a

year.

All may become clearer in November, when backers of the US-sponsored pact -- which aims td

address climate change and energy securit by the development, deployment and transfer of low-

carbon technology rather than setting Kyotostyle targets to cut carbon dioxide (C02) emissions

-- are to hold their first ministerial plannin metn utaedof scheduled talks in Montreal,

Canada on emission cuts under the Kyoto Poclintept-20l 2 period. For the Kyoto

process to effectively combat climate chag arentomresubstantial cuts after 2012

involving developing as well as industrialie ntosicrial.



Only six nations have so far signed the Asia-Pacific Partnership pact, compared to 140 Kyoto

signatories. But these six alone account for around half of global GDP, population, energy use

and emissions. The six also include the wolds four largest coal producers and consumers -- the

US, China, Australia and India. So perhaps nqot surprisingly, the "voluntary, practical measures..

to create new investment opportunities, build Ilocal capacity and remove barriers to the

introduction of clean, more efficient technologies" that the group aims to support prominently

feature clean coal and integrated gas combined-cycle power plants (IGCC) (WGI Aug. 17,p7).

Other technical areas pinpointed in an initial ' vision statement" include LNG, energy efficiency,

carbon capture and storage, combined heat adpower, methane use, civilian nuclear power,

geothermal power, rural and village energy systms advanced transportation, home construction,

biofuels, agriculture and forestry, as well as hyrwind, solar and other renewable power

sources. In addition, the partners have agreed to cooperate on longer-term advanced

technologies, such as next generation nuclea fission and fusion, and hydrogen.

This technology-led approach to climate change differs starkly from the Kyoto Protocol's

mandatory emission reduction targets and e pasis on carbon wrading and offset schemes, as

well as on clean development. Kyoto establise legally binding targets to achieve reductions in

its first commitment period from 2008-12 of 5.2% below 1990 levels (WGI Sep.8, p7).

The US-sponsored pact was cautiously welcomed by the European Union -- particularly the

acknowledgment by Washington that humanrl activity is contributing to climate change and

something needs to be done. But Brussels said that clean technologies cannot work alone and

should not be seen as an alternative to cormmIitments to cut emissions.

Critics charge that the new pact is insubstant~ial, substituting the promise of technology tomorrow

for cuts today. Neither do climate change activists believe that the initiative is designed to

compliment Kyoto, but see it instead as anot her attempt to undermine the treaty, citing comments,

by Australian Prime Minister John Howard thtit is "better than Kyoto." Says Catherine Pearce

from Friends of the Earth: "The role and detail behind this pact are unclear, but it looks

suspiciously as though this will be businessi as-usual for the US... This is yet another attempt by

the Sand Australian administrations to undermine the efforts of the 140 countries who have

signed the Kyoto Protocol."

A central element of the EU's climate change strategy is to persuade all the world's maj or

polluters to sign up for emissions cuts after 2012. This includes developing countries, such as

India and China, that were exempted from first-round cuts. This would have been tricky enough

without the existence of an alternative such as the new Asia-Pacific pact. The EU will have to

tread even more carefully at the upcoming Mnral talks if it's to persuade those and other

developing countries to accept emissions reduction targets.

Should the US and Australia attract a coalit ion of countries including China and India that are

reluctant to risk having the brakes put on th Ieir economic growth by emissions cuts and block a

deal in Montreal, it could leave Kyoto dea4 in the water. And the US offer of the carrot of

technology transfers rather than the stick of binding targets backed up by sanctions could prove



attractive to many developing countries. "We cannot afford [to have] such a partnership

intervene in the next crucial stage of Kyoto negotiations and kill off attempts for tougher action

post 2012," says Friends of the Earth's Pearce.

Even in the EU, the appetite for substantial emissions cuts may be waning. Although Brussels

recently adopted a target of 1 5%-30% cuts by ~020, it quietly dropped a much tougher target of

60%-8O% cuts by 2050. And with some EU member states struggling even to meet 2012 targets,

while power prices rise on the back of carbon emssions trading, European politicians may find it

difficult to sell more stringent emissions cuts tp, an electorate that's increasingly more concerned

about the economy than the environment (WGI Jul.6,pS).

Editorial: Voice of the Times; Anti-ANWR legislators offer no solution

Anchorage Daily News
August 22, 2005

DID YOU NOTICE the media coverage the o rday of a letter opposing drilling in the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge that was signed by tw dozen Republican members of the U.S. House?

It was addressed to House Resources Committee Chairman Richard W. Pombo, R-Calif.,

Speaker J. Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., and Budget Committee Chairman Jim Nussle, R-Iowa.

Many media pundits spun the letter as a sign that Republican support for exploring for oil on the

coastal plain of ANWR is crumbling. But Alaska's own Rep. Don Young says it was nothing

new. He reports that the 24 are Republicans blut they are committed to green groups and have

long opposed ALNWR drilling. Young told the Anchorage-based Petroleum News that the 24 are

"iacting as puppets for the Sierra Club and thats unfortunate."

"This is nothing new," Young said. "Ver fwof these people have been to ANWIR (despite

being invited), and they speak from ignorac.

Pombo's reaction to the letter was less than w arm. "Saying no to everything does not make an

energy policy," he said. "And Americans are getting fed up with politicians who complain about

high energy prices but then stand in the way of practical solutions."

"If Americans want to know who to blame for their gasoline prices, they were just provided a

list."

So much for media hype about Republican dsertions.

Makes sense

"The U.S., China and India share one huge energy interest -- they all have enormous reserves of

coal. It's simply not realistic to expect them Ito abate their emissions by switching over to gas,

which in any case would send the gas pnice into orbit for everyone else.



"The solution really does have to be technological. America is leading the way, investing $2

billion in clean coal technology and research. And this is just the sort of knowledge that could be

passed on to China and India through the new Ipact.",

Dan Lewis, director of environmental affairs f~or the Stockholm Network, from a column in the

Wall Street Journal.

More reason to believe that the agreement on krenhouse gas emissions reached recently by the

Asia Pacific Partnership on Development is a more sensible way to deal with emissions than the

Kyoto protocol.

The agreement was worked out quietly over 4l e last year by the United States, Australia, China,

India, Japan and South Korea. It calls for sharing technology on things like low-emission fuels

and engines to reduce production of greenhou Ie gases. Kyoto calls for emissions trading and

mandatory reductions that would be impossible to achieve but would require economy-damaging

changes in auto manufacturing and other goods production.

Certainty on global warming takes a hit

Before the recent G-8 summit, a British panel released a report at odds with the prevailing

dogma.
By: James Schlesinger Special to the Wall Stre Journal

Orlando Sentinel
August 21, 2005

Almost unnoticed, the theology of global wanning has in recent weeks suffered a number of

setbacks.

In referring to the theology of global warming one is not focusing on evidence of the Earth's

warming in recent decades, particularly in theb arctic, but rather on the widespread insistence that

such warming is primarily a consequence of man's activities -- and that, if only we collectively

had the will, we could alter our behavior and stop the warming of the planet.

It was Michael Crichton who pointed out in his Commonwealth Club lecture some years ago that

environmentalism had become the religion of Western elites.

Indeed it has. Most notably, the burning of flossil fuels -- a concomitant of economic growth and

rising living standards -- is the secular counterpart of man's original sin. If only we would repent

and sin no more, mankind's actions could endl the threat of further global warming.

By implication, the cost, which is never fully examined, is bearable. So far the evidence is not

convincing. It is notable that 13 of the 15 older members of the European Union have failed to

achieve their quotas under the Kyoto accor -- despite the relatively slow growth of the

European economies.



The drumbeat on global warming was intended to reach a crescendo during the mun-up to the

Group of Eight summit at Gleneagles. British PieMinister Tony Blair has been a leader in the

global-warming crusade. Whether his stance reflects simple conviction or the need to propitiate

his party's Left after Iraq is unknown. In any event, for believers, Gleneagles turned out to be a

major disappointment.

On the eve of the summit, the Economic Committee of the House of Lords released a report

sharply at variance with the prevailing Europa orthodoxy. Some key points were reported mn

the Guardian, a London newspaper not hostl to that orthodoxy:

The science of climate change leaves "considrale uncertainty" about the future.

There are concerns about the objectivity of the international panel of scientists that has led

research into climate change.

The Kyoto agreement to limit carbon emissions will make little difference and is likely to fail.

The United Kingdom's energy and climate Policy contains "dubious assumptions" about

renewable energy and energy efficiency.

Most notably, the committee itself concluded that there are concerns about the objectivity of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change process and about the IIPCC's crucial emissions-

scenario exercise.

Unwelcome news

Their lordships' conclusions were probably no welcomed at No. 10 Downing Street.

Also, on the eve of the summit, the Royal Sceyissued a news release, supposedly on behalf of

the National Academy of Sciences -- these e-of-the-summit announcements are not entirely

coincidental.

It was headlined, "Clear science demands prmp action on climate change" and included this

statement: "The current U.S. policy on climiat change is misguided. The Bush Administration

has consistently refused to accept the adv~ice ofthe U.S. National Academy of Sciences."

A sharp riposte from the president of the National Academy of Sciences followed. Space does

not permit full discussion of the rebuke. But a few key phrases are revealing: "Your statement is,

quite misleading... . By appending your owp phrase, 'by reducing emissions of greenhouse

gases' to anactual quote from our report, you have considerably changed our report's meaning,

and intent. .. . As you must appreciate, havin your own misinterpretation of U.S. Academy

work widely quoted in our press has caused cosderable confusion both at my academy and in

our government."

Though the issue of global warming and, indeed, the summit itself were overshadowed by the

acts of terrorism in London, the final commnque from Geneagles was closer to the position of



the House of Lords -- and the position of the Bush administration -- than it was to the Royal

Society's. nopn-tosgettathEuoashd

French President Jacques Chirac had the gallnopn-tosgethateEupeshd
brought President Bush around to their point of view.

Closer to the truth was the comment of Philip Clapp of the National Environmental Trust, who

called the agreement "utterly meaningless -- the weakest statement on climate change ever made

by the G.

An additional setback occurred three weeks aqe the Gleneagles summit, when the United States

entered into the "Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate" with Australia,

China, India, Japan and South Korea.

The focus will be on technology to cope with concerns about global climate as well as pollution.

It responds to President Bush's earlier call for a"post-Kyoto era." Greenpeace immediately

denounced the agreement, stating, "The pact sonslike a dirty coal deal."

The issue of climate change urgently needs to be brought down from the level of theology to

what we actually know. It is, of course, quite l ikely that the greenhouse effect has to some extent

contributed to global warming -- but we simply do not know to what extent. The insistence that

global warming is primarily the consequence Ipf human activity leaves scant room for variation in

solar intensity or cyclical phenomena generallY.

Through the ages, climate has varied. Generaly speaking, the Northern Hemisphere has been

warming since the end of the Little Ice Age i4the 19th century. Most global warming observed

in the 20th century occurred from 1900 to 190 when the release of greenhouse gases was far

kess than later in the century.

From 1940 to 1975, temperatures fell -- and scetsts feared a lengthy period of global cooling.

The reported rise in temperatures in recent decades has come rather suddenly -- probably too

suddenly, given the relatively slow rise of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

We must always bear in mind that Earth's atmosphere remains a highly complex thermodynamic

machine. Given its complexities, we need to be modest in asserting what we know. Knowledge is

more than speculation.

'Settled' science?

Much has been made of the assertion, repeae regularly in the media, that "the science is

settled," based upon a supposed "scientific drsensus." Yet, some years ago in the "Oregon

Petition," 17,000 to 18,000 signatories, almos alscientists, made manifest that the science was

not settled, declaring:

"There is no convincing scientific evidence ththmnrelease of carbon dioxide, methane or

other greenhouse gases is causing or will, in the foreseeable future, cause catastrophic heating of



the Earth's atmosphere and disruption of the E arths climate."

Several additional observations are in order. Fisthe "consensus" is ostensibly based upon the

several Assessment Reports of the IPCC.

One must bear in mind that the summary rep(qrts are political documents put together by

government policymakers, who, to put it mildly, treat rather cavalierly the expressed

uncertainties and caveats in the underlying scientific reports.

Moreover, the IIPCC was created to support a1 specific political goal. It is directed to support the

U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Chne

In turn, the convention calls for an effective nentoa response to deal with "the common

concern of all mankind" -- in short, to redc temisosof greenhouse gases. Statements by

leaders of the IPCC have been uninhibitedlypltc.

Second, science is not a matter of consensus, as the histories of Galileo, Copernicus, Pasteur,

Einstein and others will attest.

Science depends not on speculation but on conlsions verified through experiment. Verification

is more than computer simulations -- whose cnclusions mirror the assumptions built in the

model.

Irrespective of the repeated assertions regardin a "scientific consensus," there is neither a

consensus, nor is consensus science.

DAVID MULFORD DELIVERS REMARSTO ICC/IACC LUNCHEON

CQ TranscriptI
AS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY, AS REESED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT

AUGUST 18, 2005

SPEAKER: DAVIE) C. MULFORD, U.S. AMBASSADOR TO INDIA

LOCATION: CALCUTTA, INDIA

MULFORD: Ladies and gentlemen, thank J'ou for coming today and hosting me in your

wonderful city. I am especially grateful to l Iave the opportunity to speak to your two

distinguished Chambers, and I would like to thank President Umang Kanoria of the Indian

Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and Ashok Aikat of the Indo-American Chamber of Commerce

(IACC) for organizing this joint meeting.

Also before I begin, I would like to congratulate the ICC for being selected as one of the best'

chambers in the world by the World Chamliers Federation of the International Chamber of

Commerce. The ICC's outstanding initiativ s in improving the environment have certainly

garnered them worldwide recognition.



This is second time that I am addressing an indihan business audience since returning to India a

few days ago. The first was this morning at a frmwhere I spoke of HIV/AIDS, an issue of the

greatest importance to our two nations, and t1erole of the corporate sector in workplace

interventions.

Now, I would like to address U.S.-India relations more broadly, and in particular the economic

dimensions of our growing strategic partnerslhip. I want to use this potnt osyrsltl

that U.S.-India relations are at an all-time h, igh after the visit of Prime Minister Manmohani Singh

to the U.S. in July. Our two great pluralistic democracies are now positioned for a partnership

that will be crucial in shaping the international1 landscape of the 21 st century.

During your Prime Minister's visit to Washington, he invited the people of America to complete

the "unfinished" voyage of Christopher Columbus, who, setting sail to India, discovered

America. We in the U.S. have enthusiastically accepted this invitation. President Bush is serious

about his vision for a U.S.-India relationship adhe clearly welcomes India's ambition to

become a world power.

As the President said when he greeted the Prm Minister at the White House on July 18, "The

United States and India have built a relationship of great potential as we face this century's

challenges. We look forward to building on our strong bilateral relationship to expand our

economic ties and to lay the foundation of peace and prosperity for our children and our

grandchildren."

The wheels are now in motion for us to expa nd the U.S. -India strategic partnership in four

important areas:

* Putting in place economic policies that wvill unleash private investment and create new jobs all

across India - including here in West Bengl *Assuring that India's energy requirements are met

through the use of new and renewable techolges, including civil nuclear; and * Building

regional stability through strategic and miltr cooperation.

As two great democracies, working togehr oadvance the cause of freedom and democracy in

the world, our respective private sectors will play a key role in all these areas.

It is my firm belief that India can be a develometmodel for the world by demonstrating the

ability of a multi-ethnic democracy to deliver sustained growth and prosperity to its people. Our

governments have agreed at the highest levels that, as the world's oldest and largest democracies,

we must work together to create a world in which all democracies can flourish and a world in

which terrorists find no fertile ground to pl-nt their seed.

The U.S. commitment to develop deep economic and commercial ties with India has never been

stronger. U.S. exports to India are up by 50%, and India's exports to the U.S. are up by 15% for

the first quarter of 2005. We have put behid'us a number of troublesome commercial disputes

and are working cooperatively to boost trade and investment. The recent Open Skies Agreement

with India is already increasing air traffican creating new jobs, and India is finalizing a large



order for Boeing aircraft. Our revitalized Economc Dialogue focuses on finance, trade,

commerce, energy and the environment.

This renewed commitment on both sides to building the economic relationship has been noticed

in the U.S. business community. Our engagenent has strengthened business confidence. We are

welcoming more U.S. business delegations in India than, including many sponsored by

individual U.S. states. To make sure that they come not just with their notebook open, but also

their checkbooks, we have helped facilitate a new business grouping called the CEO Forum. For

those of you who may not have heard of this, the Forum consists of twenty of the most

prominent CEO business leaders in the U.S. and India, ten on each side. They have been asked

by President Bush and Prime Minister Singh to identify ways for our two governments to further

build business confidence and remove barrier to trade and investment to propel growth, job

creation, and delivery of social benefits to ou people. I want to point out that this Forum is

entirely independent of our two governments and collectively represents trillions of dollars of

investment capital.

Private enterprise and free markets are key to long- term progress. If we get ourpolicies right,

investment will flow and our economies will flourish. Effective public-private cooperation will

address economic growth and development chIallenges far more effectively than

micromanagement by governments. Governmients are not the creators of wealth, the makers of

markets, the wellspring of human energy and ingenuity. These are the productive forces of

individuals, which governments must make secial effrts to promote. Business activity and

people-to-people engagement will be critical to the transformation of U.S.-India relations. In

fact, at this very moment the Indian Chamber is leading a delegation of senior legal professionals

from Calcutta to the U.S. invited by the U.S. Council of State Governments and under the

sponsorship of our Department of State.

Nevertheless, governments play an important role in setting the ground rules for much business

activity. Prime Minister Singh and your leadrhpin West Bengal have put economic reform at

the top of their agenda. They have displayed a remarkable sensitivity to the changing times and

aspirations. The leadership in West Bengal especially has been able to introduce a new

dynamism in the business and economic en iometthat has been drawing great attention from

the business community in the Uie tts

As I am sure this audience is wlaartreare already several U.S. companies present in

West Bengal. In addition to the West Benga government's welcome of foreign investment, we

have seen its recent efforts to promote gohand its willingness to adapt labor laws to the

special circumstances of the IT industry, and to close loss-making public enterprises. I recognize

that these reforms must be politically viabl to survive; yet there are a number of mutually

beneficial strategic reforms that could contiuesignificantly to India's progress and encourage

American business to invest in India's ftr

The most prominent challenge is world-lasinfrastructure, which India must provide as a

platform for sustained higher growth and rurldevelopment, especially in agriculture. Bringing

together federal and state authorities and public and private players is essential.



Opening up sectors of the economy where private investment is now restricted, such as retailing,

real estate, food processing, small-scale induty adtleomncations will improve rural

connectivity and help generate the growt anrvnesrasnecessary to provide positive

returns to infrastructure investment. We nedt idwy oextend the success of information

technology and innovative technologiestohebadrcnmy

With proper roads, water delivery systes an odsoaechains, the recently liberalized food-

processing industry, as well as other form ofarbsnscudbecome important sources of

consumer benefit and rural employment. This is one area we wish to pursue under the newly

inaugurated U.S.-India AgribusinesslInitiative aimed at building partnerships among U.S. and

Indian agricultural institutions. My impressio is that agricultural processing, storage,

refrigeration, and marketing have received to ite private investment in large part because of

government disincentives and inefficient infatucueand marketing networks that reduces

returns to such investment.

These areas have the potential to generate avirtuous economic circle, where rising productivity

and certainty raise farm incomes and give rise! to demand for manufactured products and services

-- thereby benefiting all segments of the society. The experience of India and its Asian neighbors

shows that continuing rural poverty stems not Ifrom too much economic reform but from too

little.

Prime Minister Singh has identified energy security as a priority that must be addressed if India

is to achieve its ambitious growth agenda over the coming decades. Adequate and reliable

supplies of energy at reasonable cost are esse~ntial to fuel India's rapidly growing economy. With

this in mind, our two nations launched the U.1S- India Energy Dialogue last May. The Energy

Dialogue's goal is to increase energy secunity, for both our countries by diversifying how we get

our energy by expanding cooperation in areas such as clean coal, civil nuclear energy, and new

technologies that open opportunities in renewable energy. This is an ambitious agenda to which

the President has given his personal supprt

The membership of the U.S. and India in TeAsia- Pacific Partnership on Clean Development,

Energy Security and Climate Change manifests our desire for a balanced and sustainable energy

economy that helps preserve a clean environment. This new results- oriented partnership will

allow our nations to develop and accelerate deloyment of cleaner, more efficient energy

technologies to meet national pollution red ioenergy secunity, and climate change concerns

in ways that reduce poverty and promote cnmcdvlpet uliguo the broad range

of existing cooperation, it is hoped that thsefr ilhl oiiescrcenreliable and

affordable sources of energy.

Two other areas that will require concere acini ni st trc h ueivstment it

requires are the creation of true national akt n ul protection of intellectual property

rights. lndia's ability to implement a natioa VA n eoe fiscal and regulatory barriers to

interstate trade -- a sort of free trade agrenntaoghe states -- will create true national

markets or a size and scale necessary to clic buiescmitments. Continued progress in

intellectual property rights, or IPR, is also necessary for India to attract more U.S. investment in

biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, and clinical research. We share a major interest in science and



technology, and India is proving to be a world -class player in these fields. As IIPR protection

improves, U.S. companies will become major inestors, contributing capital, top quality science

and technology, global management expertise and new jobs.

It is increasingly understood that India has much to gain from bold initiatives that liberalize its

economy and, in turn, generate broader political support through greater economic prosperity.

Such reforms improve living standards in way s the average citizen can feel and understand.

Political credit will accrue to those in governm~ent with the vision to effect such change.

Impressive results in the IT and telecorn sectors already demonstrate the dynamic of less

regulation, free foreign direct investment, freer trade in services, and consumer benefit.

Broadening our investment in both directions is firmly in the interests of both our countries.

The United States and India are also strengthening an increasingly dynamic strategic

relationship. Cooperation on political issue-s from promotion of democracy abroad to global

peacekeeping operations, to combating terrorism and WMD threats -- are at the core of the

bilateral relationship. Defense cooperation has reached new levels and military cooperation in

the tsunami disaster was unprecedented. Defelrnse Minister Pranab Mukherjee and Secretary of

Defense Donald Runisfeld signed a New Defense Framework for the U.S.- India Defense

Relationship on June 28th. This agreement will guide our defense relations for the next decade in

a wide variety of areas, including the enlargeetof defense trade, improved cooperation

between our armed forces, co-production ofmlitary hardware, and greater technology transfer.

The successful cooperation of our two militares during the response to the tsunami disaster last

December was a remarkable testament to how far we have come, and the great potential we have

for the future.

And may I also add - in a personal sense - thtthese developments in no way compromise India's

sovereignty or independence, as sometimes n reads in the media. These are agreements

between two equal, important partners, who look to the fuiture and understand what some of their

shared values and objectives must be.

Finally, as two great democracies, the Unite States and India have committed to work together

to advance the cause of freedom and democray in the world. At the White House, President

Bush and Prime Minister Singh agreed on al Global Democracy Initiative that outlines our two

nations shared commitment to democracy anid belief that we have an obligation to the global

community to strengthen values, ideals and practices of freedom, pluralism, and rule of law.

With our solid democratic traditions and ins titutions, our two nations have agreed to assist other

societies in transition seeking to become rntre open and democratic. We both recognize that

democracy is central to economic prospenity and development and to building peaceful societies.

Concluding, let me say that Prime Minister ISingh's visit to the U.S. has marked the next stage -is

the world's two largest multicultural democIracies reach for new heights in their relationship. The

challenge is now upon us to move forward lin areas I have outlined above to make sure we do not

miss a single opportunity to deliver quick r Isults and demonstrate to the world that our two great

democracies can act proactively and courageously to deliver economic benefits to all of our

people, as a beacon to other aspiring democracies around the world.



Thank you.

US-Led Pact Spells Trouble For Kyoto

Petroleum intelligence Weekly

August 15, 2005

The recently inked six-nation Asia-Pacific pact on clean energy development, which focuses on

technology to reduce greenhouse gas emission's, offers a substantially different approach to

combating climate change from the Kyoto Protocol's emphasis on emission reduction targets. Its

instigators tout the pact as a complement rather than an alternative to Kyoto butoteshikt

sounds the death knell. The Asia-Pacific Partniership on Clean Development, which was initiated

by the US and Australia -- the only two indus~trialized nations not to sign up to Kyoto -- has also

been joined by China, India, Japan and South~ Korea, a combination that together accounts for

around half of global gross domestic productdI population, energy use and emissions.

The partners have agreed to collaborate in the development, deployment and transfer of existing

and emerging cost-effective cleaner technoloIgies to not only curb pollution and emissions, but

also enhance energy security -- an area not cbvrdby Kyoto. They have also agreed to

cooperate on longer-term advanced technologipes, such as next generation nuclear fission and

fusion power and hydrogen, among others. According to a "vision statement" issued by the US

Department of State, the collaboration can include such areas as energy efficiency, clean coal

and integrated-gas combined-cycle power pat, liquefied natural gas, carbon capture and

storage, combined heat and power, methane Icapture and use, civilian nuclear power, geothermal

power, rural/village energy systems, advanced transportation, building and home construction,

bioftiels, agriculture and forestry, as well as hyrwind, solar and other renewable power

sources.

The European Union cautiously welcomed tepc- particularly the US acknowledgment that

human activity is contributing to climate chag adits commitment to act -- but it does not

believe that clean technologies can work alon or are an alternative to commitments to cut

emissions, such as under Kyoto. Skeptics in Ithe environmental lobby were less guarded,

dismissing the pact as insubstantial and a mnove to deflect attention from rising US and

Australian emissions with the promise of tecnlogy tomorrow rather than cuts today. Climate

change activists don't believe it is designed ~to complement Kyoto but is another attempt to

undermine the treaty, citing comments by Australian Prime Minister John Howard that it's

"better than Kyoto." The deal is also seen aIs weakening efforts by the UK to reach a climate

change deal during its presidency of the GS Igroup of industrialized nations (P1W Jul. 1 8,p6).

By offering an alternative focus, the Asia-Pacific agreement could complicate further the

negotiations -- scheduled for Montreal in N~ovember -- on what happens next to Kyoto, which

currently only commits industrialized nations to binding cuts of 5.2% by 2012. If Kyoto is to

have any effect in combating climate change , agreement beyond 2012 is crucial and would have

to bring in developing nations as well -- aijd achieve more substantive emissions cuts than

Kyoto's first phase, which was essentially just an example-setting practice run (PIW Eeb.21,pS).

The EU had hoped to persuade the so-called "Group of 77" developing nations to accept binding

targets post-20l12, but will now likely face opposition to mandatory emission cuts by China and



India, which could side with the US and Austrailia and block a deal. And with the US Offering the

carrot of technology transfers rather than the stick of binding targets backed up by sanctions,

others may abandon Kyoto. Even in the EU, thle appetite for substantial and expensive emissions

cuts may be waning -- Brussels recently adopt~d a target of 1 5%-30% cuts by 2020, but shelved

a much tougher target of 60%-80% cuts by 2050

Environment: Moving beyond Kyoto

Energy Compass
August 12, 2005

Is the world slowly rallying around US President George W. Bush's vision of using technology

to fight climate change rather than imposing e~missions control? Yes, say his supporters, pointing

out that Bush's "commnon sense approach' to t~he problem will be more acceptable than the

inflexible and hard-to-attain goals of the Kyoto treaty.

The US last month forged a partnership with Ifive Asian and Pacific countries to use new

technologies to curb greenhouse gas emissions blamed for climate change. Critics say the US

created the group to undermine the Kyoto climate change treaty that sets clear targets and

timetables for developed countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions caused by burning oil and

coal. Bush pulled the US, the largest polluterl accounting for a quarter of the world's greenhouse

gas emissions, out of the Kyoto treaty in 200'k and has since been pushing technology as the

means to overcome climate change.

US officials are insisting that the partnership formed with Australia, Japan, South Korea, China

and India will complement rather than replace the Kyoto treaty, but they are also happy to

suggest that Bush's voluntary approach will be less harmful to the global economy than Kyoto's

comm~and-and-control approach.

Bush is also scoring points for roping in Chi~na and India, two developing countries whose

emissions could surpass those of several developed countries. The exemption of developing

countries from Kyoto emissions targets has been a sore point for many of the treaty's critics, and

prompted a US Senate resolution that sucha dispensation was "inconsistent with the need for

global action on climate change and is envjr atrnentally flawed."

US officials say the partnership will promote development and deployment of technologies in

areas such as energy efficiency, methane capture and use, liquefied natural gas and clean coal. A

comprehensive energy bill that Bush signed into law this week facilitates technology transfer to

these countries. Industry insiders say the partnership provides a good opportunity for

investments, especially so for oil companies that have refining and cogeneration technologies

that would greatly help these countries operate more efficiently and reduce emissions.

"This new approach to managing greenhoue gas emissions by some of the world's largest

energy-consuming nations clearly rejects Kyt's inflexible, economically destructive approach,"

said Myron Ebell, director of global warigplc in the pro-business Competitive Enterprise

Institute. Ebell notes that the Bush adminitains position on global warming received a strong



endorsement at last month's G8 summit, despite UK Prime Minister Tony Blair's efforts to bring

Bush closer to the European position of mandatr controls.

Kyoto treaty skeptics admit that despite the diffclyOECD countries face in meeting their

Kyoto obligations, they would not find it pollclyfeasible to get out of the treaty as it could

offend their environmental constituency. Butte also believe that the GS statement on climate

change, which focused on technological soluin ahrthan emissions reduction targets,

indicates that many countries are coming arMn to Bush's point of view. Kyoto could in any.

case cease to exist from 2012, when the treaty's budget period ends, if several of the signatories,

citing the US' nonparticipation and other reasos allow it to expire.

For environmental groups, the Asia-Pacific partnership is little more than a screen to avoid

taking tough action on climate change. They 3ee it as a means for the Bush administration to be

seen to be doing something at a time when inIterest to address the issue is on the rise in the

international arena and in the US, where many senators determined to set mandatory controls.

The National Environmental Trust's Philip Clapp says there may be a more sinister side to Bush's

effort in forging the partnership: "It is possible the Bush administration is organizing a group of

nations to block a new set of emissions reductin of targets, which will begin to be negotiated in

Montreal in November."

Others dismiss this view. Many countries have invested in Kyoto implementation, they argue,

while several states in the US are also taking' strong actions to curb greenhouse gas pollution.

Right from the day he rejected the Kyoto tre aty, Bush has been trying to undermine it, says

Brendan Bell, assistant Washington representative with the Sierra Club, an environmental lobby

group. "He hasn't succeeded yet," Bell says. ~"And he will not succeed in the future."

By Manimoli Dinesh, Washington

Editorial: Climate deal just smoke, mirro P
Atlanta Journal-Constitution
August 9, 2005

Smokers who want to quit fall into three categries: Those who go cold turkey; those who join a

support group with others committed to kick ing the habit; and those who make empty promises

and keep lighting up until it's too late.

In many ways, the same can be said for man kind and our heedless addiction to fossil fuels. The

overwhelming scientific consensus holds thalt burning fossil fuels produces carbon dioxide and

other gases that are accelerating the alarming changes in the Earth's climate. And even though

the Bush administration reluctantly acknow edges that's a real problem, it's behaving like a

smoker who has heard the warnings but stl dentget it.

Late last month, the White House quietly rvae that the United States had joined the Asia-'

Pacific Partnership on Clean Developmen and Climate. The voluntary pact counts five other



members --- Australia, China, India, Japan an Id South Korea --- that collectively account for

more than 40 percent of industrial emissions that contribute to global warming.

Under different circumstances this might be good news. With the exception of Japan, the nations

in the group have refused to join the KyotoP Ptocol,a 141-member treaty ratified this year that

sets specific and mandatory limits on each nation's greenhouse gas emissions.

But the new partnership does nothing of the kind. It has no clear-cut programs, deadlines,

emission limits and, worst of all, money. hin essence, the signatories to the partnership have

merely agreed to trade technologies that couldl eventually curb greenhouse gas emissions if and

when they became available.

As one environmental group accurately pointed out, "A deal on climate change that doesn't limit

pollution is the sante as a peace plan that allows guns to be fired."

It won't be easy to develop alternatives to oil and gas capable of sustaining the world's growing

economies and consumption-driven lifestyle,. But until the United States takes concrete steps to

achieve that goal, we're all just blowing smoke.

EDITORIAL: Kyoto alternative a rational step

Valley Morning Star (Harlingen, TX)/Colord Springs Gazette (ALP Sampler)

August 9, 2005

We're sure it won't do much to placate Bush administration critics in the Environmental Anxiety

Industry, who won't be satisfied until the United States binds itself to economy-killing emissions

caps included in the unratified Kyoto Treaty But we like the change of approach signaled by the

Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, an alternative to Kyoto signed

recently by the United States, Australia, China India and South Korea.

The United States and Australia signed, bu ldnot ratify, Kyoto; China, India and South Korea

are exempt from Kyoto's provisions becas oftheir status as "developing" countries; Japan has

signed on to both pacts.

Instead of placing an emphasis on hard caps -- unrealistically stringent "greenhouse gas" limits

that few Kyoto participants have been able to meet -- members have agreed to work

cooperatively to develop and share technohlges that will reduce emissions while still

maintaining an economic edge.

"This new results-oriented partnership will alow our nations to develop and accelerate

deployment of cleaner, more efficient eneg technologies to meet national pollution reduction,

energy security and climate change concern in ways that reduce poverty and promote economic

development," President Bush said in a statement. The goal is to build a framework through

which pact members can work together to stI~mulate investment and research into methane

capture, "clean coal" technologies, nuclear power, hydrogen transportation and other

innovations.



One gaping flaw in Kyoto is that it does nothing to curb greenhouse gas emissions in the

emerging economic giants, China and India. The new partnership at least involves them in a

constructive effort to deal with climate chane

Australian Prime Minister John Howard said the new pact would help his country maintain a

vibrant economy while responding to climate change. "The fairness and effectiveness of this

proposal will be superior to the Kyoto Protoco," Howard predicted.

This is likely to fall short of the radical steps advocated by the Chicken Little Lobby, which has

adopted the motto, "Don't just stand there, pa nic! " But Bush and the U.S. Senate were wise to

refuse to ratify the Kyoto treaty, recognizing ~the hardships and costs that compliance with its

mandates would impose, based on computer models of climate changes predicted for 1 00 years

from now.

The rational response to climate change, whether manimade or not, isn't in wrecking the U.S.

economy, but in developing the technologies and policies that will help deal with climate change

while also sustaining the American standard of living.

US comes clean
The Engineer
August 8, 2005

Asia-Pacific countries agree deal to 'complement Kyoto

Some of the world's biggest producers of grenhouse gases have unveiled plans to cut emissions

by exporting new technology rather than setting limits on their own industries.

The US, Japan, Australia, India, China and South Korea announced the plans, which have been

worked on secretly over the past year, at an 'event in.Laos.

They clear the way for the US and Australi in particular to export a variety of renewable energy

and pollution-reducing technologies to deveoping countries, instead of cutting emissions

themselves. Areas of special focus will icuenanotechnologies, advanced biotechnologies and

next-generation nuclear fission and fusion, th six partner countries said.

They claimed it would allow the world to taIke action on climate change in a way that does not

interfere with any individual country s economic growth.

Non-binding partnership

According to a White House bulletin, the deal will aim to build on existing co-operation between

the six countries by promoting clean coal use, expanding nuclear power programs, promoting

energy efficiency and increasing the reliance on sources of energy other than fossil fuel.



Partners in the project will also be expectedto make progress in areas such as methane capture,

advanced transportation and liquefied naturalC gas, as well as carbon capture and sequestration.

The aim is to focus particularly on developing countries and encourage thern to use new energy

technologies. This means the deal will also ehcompass rural and village energy systems for

developing countries as well as geothermal building and home construction and the use of

renewable energy sources.

The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Devw opment and Climate is a non- binding pact between

the participating countries, which have descried it as complementing the Kyoto Treaty - which

the US would not ratify - rather than detractin from it. China described the treaty as a 'win- win'

situation.

However, the deal has been criticized by ernvIronmuental pressure groups as being nothing more

than a way for the US to safeguard its own trade in new technologies. They claimed that its

voluntary nature will mean that it has little long-tenn effect on climate change.

A Real Fix or Just Hot Air?
The U.S. and others unveil a global-warming pact, but some are worried that it will derail Kyoto

Time International
August 8, 2005

BYLINE: Anthony Spaeth, Maryann Bird/Lonrdon; Elizabeth Keenan/Sydney; Chan Yong

Kim/Seoul; Nathan Thomburgh/New York

When delegates from 161 nations hamnmered out an agreement in December 1997 to save the

planet from global warming, they picked an appropriate venue: Kyoto, the well-preserved

cultural capital of ultra-industrialized Japan, a city where high-rises aren't allowed to ruin vistas

of venerable temples in maple groves. The toughly negotiated pact became known as the Kyoto

Protocol, although it's actually a treaty: 141 countries have ratified it, legally binding themselves

to reduce their emissions of six greenhouse gases by 201,2. From the start, there were doubts

about the effectiveness of the plan. Developg countries that signed on, such as China and India,

were let off the hook so economic progress jwuldn't be impeded. Australia and the U.S. signed

the protocol in 1997, but ultimately chose no to ratify the treaty, saying their economies would

suffer too.

Last week, those two nations surprised the wrdwith an alternative planet-saving scheme at a

location seemingly chosen at random. On tl~e sidelines of an Association of Southeast Asian

Nations meeting in Vientiane, the capital of Laos, U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert

Zoellick and Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer unveiled the Asia-Pacific

Partnership on Clean Development and Climiate, a six-nation initiative that was pulled together in

behind-the-scenes diplomatic talks over the past six months. The other countries taking part--

China, India, Japan and South Korea--are resonsible for 48% of the world's greenhouse-gas

emissions. Diplomatically, they're bedfello vs that rarely get together on anything. That's the

virtue of the deal, according to Zoellick. Wre going tbe more effective in dealing with these

combined challenges on energy, the envirotent, [and] climate change," he said, "if we do so in



a way that takes account of mutual interests and incentives." Zoellick emphasized that the

partnership isn't a substitute for the Kyoto pac but should be seen as a "complement" to it.

Environmentalists see less complement tha inut-and some fear that this rival plan may deliver

afatal blow to the Kyoto Protocol. "The ne pact will attep tolr nohrnations from the

Asia-Pacific region and expand its influence 'i says Choi Seung Kook, deputy chief of the Green

Korea environmental group, "until it is big enough to ignore the Kyoto treaty',

Environmentalists point out that the agreeme9t announced in Vientiane spells out no concrete

goals to reduce global warming, sets no emissions targets for countries, and can't even be called

a pact--the six countries merely endorsed a vision statement. The next apparent step is for the six

nations to meet in November in Adelaide to s~tart work on a "nonbinding compact" that

emphasizes consensus, coop eration and advaned technologies as the means to reduce

greenhouse-gas emissions.

The Australians have been particularly aggressive in making the case for a Kyoto alternative. In

a press conference last week, Prime Minister lJohn Howard called the treaty "a failure." Ian

Campbell, Minister for the Environment, hanmmered away at the fact that the protocol hasn't got

universal support, relies too much on restrictions, and inhibits "absolutely vital" economic

development. Another theme is that the world needs a plan that extends beyond 2012, when

emissions limits set in Kyoto end. Even the 21012 goals are in jeopardy. "I don't think Europe can

achieve its goals. I don't think Japan can," sayls Warwick McKibbin, an economist specializing in

energy issues at the Australian National Uni ersity. "Kyoto is a toothless tiger, a very political

agreement."

Environmental groups defend Kyoto and see nothing but backpedaling in the new arrangement--

if not something worse, like a protection of cal industries in Australia, the U.S., China and

India. Paul Epstein, associate director of the ICenter for Health and the Global Environment at

Harvard Medical School, says he sees a single advantage to the new approach: that the Bush

Administration is finally acknowledging thai global warming is real and that fossil fuels play a

role. "But this dual pact approach is not helpflJ h" he says. "The entire world community needs to

come together on this issue. The pattern of clim~ate instability we're seeing now is what we

predicted for the end of this decade. Look at; what's happening in Bombay." According to

environmentalists, the torrential rain in the city of 16 million is an augur that the world must get

its act--or acts--together or face the perils of an increasingly unstable environment. --Reported by

Maryann Bird/London, Elizabeth KeenanlSydney, Chan Yong Kim/Seoul and Nathan

Thornburgh/New York

Heating Up
National Journal
August 6, 2005
BYLINE: Margaret Kriz

HIGHLIGHT:
Global warming moves to a front burner, as demands grow for aggressive action to limit

greenhouse-gas emissions.



BODY:
This summer, the American political climate on global warming changed dramatically. Many Of

the key players who once dismissed as unproven the idea that the burning of fossil fuels is

causing a harmful rise in Earth's temperature have now concluded that global warning is real -

and very dangerous.

"I have come to accept that something is happ ening with the Earth's climate," Sen. Pete

Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of the Senate Eneg and Natural Resources Committee, declared

at a July 21 hearing on global warming. "I a 4 looking for a solution, but Ilam not going to join

the crowd that thinks it will be simple, [or] tha thinks Kyoto wa the solution... So, we've

got to talk about something else."

On Capitol Hill, in corporate America, and in cities and state capitols across the country, a

growing chorus of leaders is calling for aggre ssive action to limit U.S. emissions of carbon

dioxide and other "greenhouse gases," which are blamed for global warming. Some members of

this chorus are hopeful that the dual threats of global climate change and rising energy prices

could spark an energy-technology revolution comparable to the information-technology boom of

the 1980s and 1990s.

President Bush insists that the United States can adequately address global warming through

voluntary, technology-driven solutions. He has rejected the United Nations' Kyoto Protocol on

climate change, which calls on industrialized nations to make specific cuts in their greenhouse-

gas emissions.

Late last month, the White House announced an information-sharing pact with Australia, China,

India, Japan, and South Korea aimed at devcloing cleaner, more-efficient energy technologies.

The accord, which essentially repackages and expands the administration's existing technology-

sharing agreements, is intended to encourage private investment in the new technologies.

The multinational agreement drew cautious praise from leaders of other industrialized nations

who have unsuccessfully pushed Bush to crakk down on U.S. polluters. But some critics

predicted that the White House will use the 'new pact to try to dampen Senate enthusiasm for

global-warming legislation and to undercut international efforts to enact tougher limits for

greenhouse-gas emissions.

Advocates of muscular governmental efforts to slow or reverse global warming predict that the

United States will eventually take strong action -- but they doubt that such action will come on

Bush's watch.

Already, growing numbers of senators are signaling dissatisfaction with the president's all-

volunteer approach to curbing greenhouse gIases. In late June, the Senate adopted a resolution

calling for "mandatory, market-based limits and incentives on emissions of greenhouse gases."

Carbon dioxide, which the federal govermen does not regulate, accounts for 83 percent of the

United States' greenhouse-gas emissions.



The new resolution was part of the Senate's ve-rsion of the energy bill, but it was dropped in

conference at the insistence of the White Hous and House Republicans. Nonetheless, the

resolution marked a turning point because it suerseded a 1997 resolution opposing U.S.

ratification of the Kyoto Protocol. The 1997 masure, sponsored by Sens. Robert Byrd, D-

W.Va., and Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., passed 95,0. And for years, it was cited as supposed proof that

the Senate would reject any new controls on U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases. But this year's

resolution passed the Senate 53-44, with the suprt of 12 Republicans, including Domemici.

Corporate Catalysts

Early this summer, a giant of American business joined the push for senious action to address

global warming. General Electric, one of the world's largest corporations, unveiled an ambitious,

corporation-wide program to develop cleaner energy sources. In a speech at George Washington

University, GE Chairman and CEO Jeffrey Imelt pledged to sharply ratchet up his company's

spending on research and development of energy-efficient and environmentally friendly

products. He promised that by 201 0, GE would invest $1.5 billion in such R&D. And he urged

the rest of the private sector to join GE and beoe a "major catalyst for enviromnmental change."

Inmirelt did not specifically endorse mandatr cnrlongreenhouse gases, but he praised the

federal acid-rain-control program that hasuceflyct power-plant emissions of sulfur

dioxide though a cap-and-trade program. Ttprgaseslimits on national S02 emissions and

allows companies to buy and sell emissionceis

"We think that real targets, whether voluntary or regulatory, are helpful because they drive

innovation," Immelt said. "We believe in the power of market mechanisms to address

the needs of the environment."

And General Electric is not alone. Much of the American business community is now taking

global warming more seriously than ever before. "There are still companies that would like to

put off the day of reckoning as far as possiblIe," said Eileen Claussen, president of the Pew

Center on Global Climate Change. "But a surprisingly large number of companies and experts in

the field are saying, 'We really are going to Aave to deal with this problem."'"

Some businesses are pushing for federal aton because they see potential profits in selling

technologies designed to curb greenhouse-gas emissions. Others want Washington to impose

uniform controls that would replace the emerging patchwork of state and local climate-change

regulations and would minimize conflicts th! at arise when U.S. companies do business with

countries now complying with the Kyoto Protocol.

U.S. energy companies are already trying tJ prepare for the possibility of federal controls on

greenhouse gases. "People are saying, 'OK, what insurance policy should we adopt to do

something positive on climate change?' " said Tom Kuhn, president of the Edison Electric

Institute, which represents investor-owned ~lectric companies. Kuhn's group opposes federal

global-warming mandates, but three electric! ty- giants that belong to the institute -- Cinergy,

Duke Energy, and Exelon -- are actively supporting proposed restrictions on carbon dioxide



emissions. Other utility-industry executives say that their company business plans anticipate a

day when the government will restrict greenhouse-gas emissions.

General Electric, which has a large stake in energy sectors including nuclear, natural gas, "clean

coal," and wind power, is one of more than three dozen major companies that have pledged

to the Pew Center's business council that they will lower their greenhouse-gas emissions. More

than 200 companies have agreed to voluntariy report their annual greenhouse-gas emissions as

part of the Energy Department's climiate-chanige tracking program.

Bucking this flurry of change, several politically powerful companies -- most notably Exxon

Mobil -- continue to challenge the research th at links fossil fuels to global warming.

The American Petroleum Institute, the National Association of Manufacturers, and the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce are also fiercely opposed to any global-warming mandates. William

Kovacs, a vice president of the chamber, said' his group is "agnostic" on whether human activity

is causing the Earth to warm. He supports govemnment encouragement of technological

innovations, but argues that federal limits on' carbon dioxide emissions would cause U.S. energy

prices to skyrocket. "Whatever happens withi climate change and new energy resources, it's going

to happen on the technology side," Kovacs slaid

Despite such resistance, almost half of the saes have already adopted measures aimed at

limiting greenhouse-gas emissions. Twenty- ne states and the District of Columbia require their

electricity providers to get part of their powe from renewable or other low-pollution sources of

energy. hin June, California Gov. Arnold Schiwarzenegger issued an executive order calling on

state officials to slash greenhouse-gas emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050; the

California Legislature favors a less ambitious goal. Arizona, New Mexico, and North Carolina

havd proposed or are studying ways to redue emissions of greenhouse gases within their

borders.

This fall, nine Northeastern states are expected to unveil a groundbreaking regional cap-and-

trade program for greenhouse-gas emission . The group, known as the Regional Greenhouse Gas

Initiative, is made up of regulators from Conctcut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Ilsland, and Vermont. Negotiations on the gas-

emissions plan began in 2003, and regulators had hoped to release their final blueprint this

spring. Now they hope it will be ready in September.

The U.S. Conference of Mayors, meanwhie recently adopted a resolution calling on cities to cut

their greenhouse-gas emissions by 2012 to7percent below their 1990 levels - the standard that

the United States would have had to meeti it had ratified the Kyoto Protocol. The mayorst

group also backs federal legislation to reducee carbon dioxide emissions nationwide.

Although state and local officials increasingly favor more-aggressive action on global warming,

Bush has consistently argued that mandatoy greenhouse-gas controls are not needed. On his way

to the recent G-8 meeting in Scotland, Bus conceded "that the surface of the Earth is warmer,

and that an increase in greenhouse gases caue bhuas is contributing to the problem." But



at the summit, he brushed aside appeals from G-8 allies for U.S. restrictions on emissions of

greenhouse gases.

As a result of Bush's resistance, the joint communnnique from the G-S meeting didn't go as far as

some foreign leaders had hoped. The world leaders have scheduled global-warining talks, to

take place in November in London, between the G-8 nations and the fast-growing nations of

Brazil, China, India, Mexico, and South Africa. Some advocates of stronger environmental

action are fearful, however, that the White House will use the recently announced Asia-Pacific

parthership to block international efforts to develop a new set of emissions-reduction targets.

Changed Dynamics

In June, Senate staff members were invited toP a bniefing on a new proposal to control U.S.

emissions of greenhouse gases. Even thoug tesession was scheduled for late afternoon on a

summer Friday, the Senate hearing room was packed. The briefing focused on a global-warming

proposal developed by Sen. Jeff Bingarman of New Mexico, ranking Democrat on the Energy and

Natural Resources Committee. Significantly, Domenici had announced that he was considering

backing the measure.

Domenici's emergence as aleader on the issue of global warming has changed the political

dynamic in the Senate. In reversing his longtime stance, he has thrown his conservative

weight behind the contention that global waning is an urgent international problem.

Domenici ultimately decided not to sign on to Bingaman's proposal, and the measure was never

formally offered on the Senate floor during cIonsideration of the energy bill. Insiders say that

Domenici bowed to warnings from the White House and from other key Senate Republicans that

inserting a global-warming provision into the energy package could have doomed it. Domenici is

now working with Bingaman to develop a ne climate-change proposal that the two might

introduce as a stand-alone bill later in this Cohres. The chairman has also held the first of what

he said will be a series of hearings on global warming.

Other Senate committees are also claiming juidiction over the issue. When Ted Stevens, R-

Alaska, took over the Commerce, Science an rnprain Committee early this year, he

created a global-warming subcommittee. MawieSn.Jms Inhofe, R-Okla., who chairs the

Environment and Public Works Committee agethtlol-warming science is fraudulent. He

is expected to try to advance that view athernstifal

Bingaman based his proposal on the recommnain fteNational Commission on Energy

Policy, a privately funded group of energy exet from industry, government, academia, labor,

and consumer and environmental groups. Tl~ cmlex plan would tie reductions in emissions'

directly to national economic growth. Thepawol set an emissions cap based on the growth

of the gross domestic product and allow clpnstotrade pollution credits as a way to curb

overall national greenhouse-gas emissions Cmais that could not meet their emission-

reduction targets could buy additional permits from tegovernment for $7 per ton of carbon

dioxide.



According to the Energy Department's Energ Information Administration, the conmnission's

global-wanning proposal, if enacted, woul h~elittle impact on the American economy.

Many environmentalists are cool to the proosacharging that it would hardly make a dent in

U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases. But cmision members insist that the proposed

legislation, though modest, would push energy companies to build cleaner power plants. "At a

time when the electricity sector is recognizink the need to build new power plants, they have to

start planning for what kind of capacity they'll need in 2010," said commission member Linda

Stuntz, who was deputy Energy secretary under President George H.W. Bush. "This proposal

would affect decisions immediately."

The measure has attracted interest in the business community. In an ironic twist, some utility-

industry lobbyists are suggesting that the Bin~gamnan global-warming measure could be used as a

vehicle to pass the president's "Clear Skies initiative," which would set up a cap-and-trade

program to cut power-plant emissions of mercury and nitrogen oxides and to further restrict

sulfur dioxide emissions. Clear Skies is stalled in the Senate Environment and Public Works

Committee, where Democrats and moderate Republicans insist that restrictions on carbon

dioxide must be added.

Bingaman's proposal is far less ambitious than the global-warming legislation championed by

Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz., and Joe Lieberman, D-Conn., which proposes a mandatory

emissions-trading program to cut carbon dioxide output back to 2000 levels by 2010. Until this'

year, the environmental community enthusiastcally backed the McCain-Lieberman bill. But

the authors recently revised their package to ~include incentives for building advanced nuclear

reactors. That move drew howls from environmental groups and led four Senate Democrats to

withdraw their support. An attempt by McCain and Lieberman to attach their revised plan to the

Senate energy package failed, 38-60. That Was a worse showing than in 2003, when their original

bill lost 43-55 on the Senate floor.

The only global-warming language included 'in the final energy bill is a technology-development

plan introduced by Hagel. That measure, wic closely follows the Bush administration's

technology-based policies, expands tax credt and provides incentives for companies that invest

in advanced climate research and products.

Although Congress is not expected to pass mandatory climate-control legislation before the 2006

elections, a growing number of lawmakers see global warming as a problem that they need to

address. "If you look at Capitol Hill, pariuarly among Republican senators, the change is

enormous,' said Phil Clapp, president of tdWashington-based National Environmental Trust.

"When Kyoto was negotiated in 1997, we could count only 20 members of the Senate who

would vote for anything on global warming Today, there's far more interest."

A New Kind of Green'?

In late July, House Energy and Commerce ICommittee Chairman Joe Barton, R-Texas, made a

run at changing the way Congress defines calean energy." Barton, who headed the House-Senate



energy conference comunittee, argued that the "renewable-resource" electricity mandate included

in the Senate energy bill should be rewritten to include nuclear power, clean-coal technology,

and hydroelectric energy. The original Senat proposal, championed by Bingaman, would have

required electric utilities to buy 10 percento hi energy from "renewable sources" -- defined as

wind, solar, and geothermal power -- by20.

House Republican leaders, along with utilityomaishvetdtonlypoeduc

"renewable-portfolio" standards. But Barton said he would accept the Senate provision if it were

expanded to include more-conventional techn ologies. Domnenici unsuccessfuilly pushed a similar

amendment during the Senate's energy debate I

In the end, both Bingaman's electricity standards and Barton's revision proved too contentious

and were dropped from the final energy pacag. But the issue of how to define "green energy"

continues to ripple across Capitol Hill. Barton is promising to hold hearings.

The environmental community is divided over the clean-energy debate. For years, environmental

groups argued that America could meet its goig electricity needs by building more wind- and

solar-energy plants and by adopting new enery-fficient technologies.

Now a growing number of environmentalists led by David Hawkins of the Natural Resources

Defense Council, support development of adanced-technology coal-fired power plants that

can capture their carbon dioxide emissions adsequester them by, for example, pumping them

underground. Hawkins opposed adding cleani-coal technology to the Senate renewable-energy

mandate, but he says that the nation needs to' develop cleaner ways of using domestic coal.

Other environmentalists also expect coal-rich countries to keep relying on coal to meet much of

their growing power needs. "I think it's very unlikely that either the United States or

China is going to leave all that coal in the grund," said Clapp of the National Environmental

Trust.

But many activists are suspicious of goverrnment promises that future coal plants will be

environmentally benign. "Coal plants are incireasingly clean, but they're only better if you

stipulate that you're going to capture the carbon dioxide emissions and store them," said David

Hamilton, director of the Sierra Club's globall-warming and energy program. "That's expensive,

and we have reservations that industry will iInstall the new equipment." Hamilton noted that

American utility companies are proposing to build more than 100 additional coal-fired power

plants, most of which would use existing incieainmethods that only slightly reduce

greenhouse-gas emissions.

While some environmentalists are flirting w~ith cutting-edge coal technologies, all of the green

groups continue to oppose nuclear power. Nye eanadLiebenman added nuclear power

incentives to their global-warming bill, the SerClbadUS. PIRG were among the groups

that withdrew their support. Others, like Environmental Defense and the National Wildlife

Federation, held their noses and continued toback the legislain.



Jeremy Symons of the National Wildlife Fed eration defended his group's support of the revised

bill. "It was the only plan offered and voted onin Congress that had a concrete plan of action and

concrete timetable to reduce U.S. global-wamig olution," he said. "That's why we supported

it. But nuclear power does not need to be par of the package to reduce global-warming

pollution."

In announcing the revision, McCain argued that nuclear power does need to be part of solution

because it produces no carbon dioxide emiss ions. "The idea that nuclear power should play no

role in our energy mix is an unsustainable psition, particularly given the urgency and magnitude

of the threat posed by global warming," he sad.

Environmentalists counter that nuclear powe continues to pose unacceptable risks associated

with radiation, weapons proliferation, waste disposal, and terrorism. But a growing number of

energy policy experts say that nuclear power must be part of the global-warming discussion.

"You're undermining your credibility when you say that climate change is a terrible problem, but

you're not even willing to consider whether huclear can make a contribution," said John Holdren,

an environmental policy professor at Harvar d University. Holdren, who co-chaired the National

Commission on Energy Policy, noted that thle commission backed the use of all carbon-free

energy sources, including nuclear power.I

"There is a lot of interest, certainly more than there was a few years ago, in both clean coal and

the possibility that nuclear energy could make a comeback," he said. "But it's not an unqualified

embrace.''

Mating Policy to Technology

Although more policy makers now say that global warming is a serious problem caused by

human activity, they have yet to agree over JIust what to do. Lawmakers and analysts who favor

only voluntary programs tend to see global W arming as a long-term challenge that is already

being adequately addressed. "When people 'say that Congress recognizes that something has to

be done, they've created this fallacy that nothing is being done," said William O'Keefe, chief

executive of the conservative George C. Malrshall Institute and a former lobbyist for the

American Petroleum Institute. O'Keefe argues that the United States is "leading the world on

cutting emissions" through the Bush adminij stration's voluntary programs to reduce greenhouse

gases.

O'Keefe added that scientists disagree about just how global warning will affect the Earth. "It

could be a minor risk, or it could be that we're talking about [significant] increases in

temperature of 7 to 8 degrees," he said. "Bult those events are not going happen for decades to

come. There is nothing that we need to do iln the nextl10or15 years on mandatory limits on

emissions."

Harvard's Holdren, however, insists that imediate action is essential. "Technology has to be

mated with policies that will cause the technologies to be implemented at an accelerated rate," he

said. He argues that global warming is likely, in the near future, to cause "abrupt and drastic"



changes that will devastate the world economy. "That's what we're heading for, if we don't take

evasive action," he argued.

The energy package signed into law this summer includes a laundry list of incentives and tax

breaks for industry. Among those incentives aebonuses for new nuclear power technology,

for more-advanced coal plants, for the use of reeale energy, and for development of energy-

efficient products, all of which might eventually help slow the growth of U.S. emissions of

greenhouse gases.

But energy commission member Stuntz said that Capitol Hill is more and more interested in

mandating restrictions on carbon dioxide emiIssions. "There are more Republicans who really are

feeling the need to do something on climate change," she said. "They don't want to undenmine

the president. But they're finding it increasingly difficult to say, 'Let's just do technology

incentives.'"

This year's energy package, argues Pew's Clausn s merely the prologue to more-

comprehensive legislation to control global warming. She adds, "We're in a period of preparing

for something that will be significant in a couple of years."

Still Rising

Overall, U.S. releases of carbon dioxide continue to go up. The federal governiment does not

regulate C02, which accounts for 83 percen of greenhouse-gas emissions. Emissions from

commercial sources have leveled off. Amnerican vehicles, meanwhile, are spitting out a record

amount of carbon dioxide.

Commercial Industrial

Residential Transportation
1990 780 951 1690 1570
1991 781 966 1644 1549
1992 781 968 1723 1571
1993 806 1027 1705 1600
1994 820 1020 1734 1632
1995 837 1026 1731 1661
1996 868 1086 1785 1705
1997 912 1077 1800 1723
1998 930 1083 1784 1758
1999 943 1106 1772 1806
2000 1008 1174 1778 1844
2001 1025 1167 1694 1836

200214021 1193 1667 1865
2003 1018 1215 1687 1877
2004* 1022 1213 1716 1944

U.S. Energy-Related Carbon Dioxide Emissons, By Sector (in



millions of metric tons of C02)

* Projected
Source: Energy Information Administration

Letters: A better environmental treaty
The Washington Times
August 5, 2005

Please allow me to add to James Glassman's Iexcellent analysis of how the Asia-Pacific

Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, which the United States recently announced,

has shown the Kyoto Protocol to be yesterday's answer to yestedysaesmnoftorw'
problem ("Way beyond Kyoto," Commenta4', Wednesday).

In short, various factors should leave us all vary of any interventionist meddling in markets, and,

specifically, government attempts to pick te-chnological winners. Yet the potential that this new

agreement holds to reform the Kyoto debate and supplant such a regime as the operative post-

2012 framework leaves me a strong cheerleader.

Yes, this pact is an alternative, as its critics bemoan, but not to Kyoto itself, a five-year

agreement that nothing could drag Europe int abandoning, although it isn't even complying.

Also, contrary to green propaganda, havingbt Kyoto signatories and nonparticipants sign a

new agreement is a symptom, not a determiianof Kyoto's failure.

This is an alternative to something that does not yet exist: a post-2012 agreement. (The current

European Union negotiating posture, demand Iing even deeper rationing despite failure on the first

go-round, ensures that such an agreement never will exist.)

The Asia-Pacific treaty occupies that field until something more attractive comes along for the

155 nations that have rejected Kyoto's cuts. Finally, it is Kyoto's death knell to all but the most

intransigent because it accomplishes what Kyoto failed to do: It brings together the top emitters,

prominently including the two major advanced economies, (Australia and the United States) that

refused to ratify and the two major developin economies that did ratify, but on the condition

that they be exempt from any rationing (China and India).

Also important is the remarkably symbolic involvement of the host of the Kyoto talks, Japan, as

a founding member.

To borrow the alarmists' claim that is ritually, if absurdly, made about the science: "We have a

consensus against greenhouse gas (energy) rationing, and the consensus is growing."

Ultimately, President Bush has cleverly managdthis issue to leave the sole outstanding question

to be whether the increasingly isolated - dar I a nlateral? - European Union can accept a

political loss and return to the table seekin prcial responses to the challenge of potential

anthropogenic climate change that are goneinscience and can be accepted widely.



CHRISTOPHER C. HORNER
Senior fellow
Competitive Enterprise Institute
Washington

U.S. Trade Officials Sign Pact with Asian Countries for Clean Technologies

Chemical Week
By: KARA SISSELL
August 3, 2005

U.S. Trade Representative Robedt Zoellick has signed a pact between the U.S. and five

Asia/Pacific countries to enact measures that m~ould foster development of greenhouse gas-

reducing technologies. The agreement -- the New Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean

Development and Climate e-wudstu ncetives for clean technologies, particularly for

clean coal, but sets no specific timetable or e missions reduction tagtsoecicsay

Th areement between the U.S., Australia, China, India, Japan, and South Korea was a tightly

gureTerti he works for the past year, according to local reports. Zoellick made the

announcement at an Asia/Pacific trade meeting in Laos.

Zoellick and European Union (EU) officials say that the agreement should be viewed as a

complement, not an alternative, to the Kyoto Prtocol, which the U.S. and Australia have not

signed. Kyoto requires nations to achieve at least a 5% reduction in greenhouse gaseisosb

2012.

Some EU officials have expressed concern that the agreement would have no impact on reducing

global warming, but could undermine Kyoto because the nations participating. in the U.S.-

Asia/Pacific pact, which emit about 40% of th~e world's greenhouse gas emission, may be less

likely to enact other climate-change reduction Measures.

Environmental groups are also critical. The agreement is "nothing more than a trade agreement

in energy technologies. it is entirely voluntarP and does not even mention greenhouse gas

emissions," says Greenpeace international (Amsterdam) campaigner Stephanie Tunmore. "it

appears Bush and [Australian Prime Minister John] Howard are seeking to protect the interests of

their domestic fossil fuel industries, and to deflect criticism for their total failure to address

climate change," Tunimore says.

Congress Falls Back In Line With Bush O n Curbing GHG Emissions

Energy Week Washington
August 3, 2005

Congress ended up towing the Bush admini: tration line by only including provisions in the

sprawling energy bill favoring technological approaches to curbing greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions instead of imposing a mandatory cap. The move comes as the administration recently

entered into a technological cooperation pac with six countries to combat climate change.



The energy bill approved by both chambers included language drafted by Sen. Chuick Hagel (R-

NE) that relies on voluntary efforts to encourage development and the use of clean-energy

technologies, aprovision strongly supported ~ythe White House. More stringent, mandatory
measures such as a greenhouse gas cap-and-trd scheme pushed by Sens. John McCain (R-AZ)

and Joseph Lieberman (D-CT) were rejected y the full Senate. Anon-binding "sense of the

Senate" resolution on climate change approve by the Senate -- and opposed by Vice President
Dick Cheney during the Senate floor debate '- did not make it into the final conference

agreement.

The energy bill also includes billions of dollars in funding for clean coal programs, including a

loan guarantee program that would encourage1 both industrial and power plant use of clean-coal
technologies, such as a gasification technology refer-red to as integrated gasification combined

cycle (IGCC). Much of the innovative technuddogy funding -- with the exception of some of the

loan guarantees -- is dependent on annual appropriations by Congress, which could vary from
year to year based on political winds.

The energy bill is now headed to the president's desk after it passed the Senate July 29 by a vote

of 74-26. The House passed it a day earlier by a vote of 275-156.

The congressional action is in line with the administration position of promoting advanced clean

energy technologies instead of participating inany mandatory program such as the Kyoto

Protocol. The U.S is the only major industriz l country that has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol,
arguing that global greenhouse gas controls would impose a disproportionate burden on the U.S.

economy without the participation of developiing countries.

Instead, the U.S. continues to present technological initiatives in response to international efforts

to address climate change. It highlights bilatea partnerships with countries, including Canada,

China and Mexico among others, to address climate change. In keeping with this bilateral
approach, the U.S. July 28 signed a pact withi Australia, China, India, Japan and South Korea to

create the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate that will focus on energy

security and climate change without any mandatory commitments to reducing GHG emissions.

The administration once again sought to tie poverty and economic development to the

environment. "The rapid, sustained economic progress of poor nations will lead to dramatic

environmental improvements. And the best '&'ay to help nations develop, while limiting pollution

and improving public health, is to promote technologies for generating energy that is clean,
affordable and secure," states a White House fact sheet released July 27.

While the new plan is scant on specifics, the IU.S. touted the new pact as a "complement [and]

not an alternative to the Kyoto Treaty." "The key is the flexibility that this vision outlines

because our goal here is to try to complement other agreements and activities with practical
solutions to problems," said Deputy Secretaty of State Robert Zoellick in announcing the
partnership.



But the plan was blasted by environmentalists and drew only cautious approval from the United

Nations. "This so called global warming partiiership is a lot of sound and fury, signifying

nothing. There are no agreements, actions or timetables for accomplishing anything. ..,"Said

Philip Clapp, president of National Environndental Trust in a statement.

Hagel's amendment as included in the energy1 legislation calls for $4 billion in corporate loans

and tax credits to deploy climate change techhology domestically and abroad without capping

emissions. Two provisions would provide economic boosters for clean-technology development

in the U.S., while the other focuses on an international technology exchange. Hagel, a possible

presidential contender in 2008, cosponsored 'a resolution in 1997 calling on then-President

Clinton to reject the Kyoto Protocol. The Senate overwhelmingly rejected ratification of the

treaty.

The Bush administration and the House have: been steadfast in their opposition to Kyoto or any

mandatory carbon dioxide reductions. A Stat iment of Administration Policy (SAP) on the Senate

energy bill came out strongly against adding tany climate change measure. "TeAdministration

is not convinced of the need for additional lehislation with respect to global climate change, and

will oppose any climate change amendments': that are not consistent with the President's climate

thange strategy," the SAP stated.

Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) had initially planned to attach an amendment during the fuill Senate

consideration of the energy bill that would have capped greenhouse gas emissions but later

withdrew his amendment amid fierce push black from the White House.

The Bingaman proposal drew heavily from r ecommendations last year by the bipartisan National

Commission on Energy Policy (NCEP). The' amendment sought to mandate greenhouse gas

emission reductions by 2.4 percent per unit 6f economic growth beginning in 201 0 and called for

a $7 per ton permit program for carbon dioxide, which could provide a revenue source for clean

coal research.

Bingaman instead offered a "sense of the Senate" resolution that not only called on Congress to

enact legislation for mandatory action to red~ice global warming, but also agrees that there is

growing scientific consensus that human activity is causing climate change. Though the

resolution itself was non-binding, it sent thelstrongest signal to date that Congress should

mandate greenhouse gas reduction. But the tesolution was dropped during the House-Senate

reconciliation of the energy bill. -- Gomnati Jkagadeesan

Climate Change: ASEAN members can join new pact - Australian officials

Greenwire
August 1, 2005

Association of Southeast Asian Nations members can join the new six-country climate change

pact once details of the agreement are workbd out, Australian officials said yesterday.



The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate -- announced last week by the

United States, Australia, China, India, Japan ~and South Korea -- emphasizes the use of new
technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissidns.

The new partnership rejects major portions df the Kyoto Protocol, which sets binding targets for
emission reductions.

"In principle we'd be very happy for ASEAN countries to become involved because they're
economies that are significant, though not or the scale of China, India and the U.S.," said
Australian foreign minister Alexander DownI~er.

Yesterday, Australian resources minister Iand Macfarlane said that the pact would not include a
carbon tax or carbon-trading component. "I think the adoption of new technologies to lower
greenhouse emissions will come without any punitive meaures," he said.

Earlier in the day, Downer had said it might be necessary to change "pricing signals" as a way to
encourage businesses to implement new techology to cut emissions, conmnents that some
interpreted as an endorsement of a carbon-trading scheme or tax. But Macfarlane said such
proposal are "a very long way from our thinking at the moment" (Katharine Murphy, Australian,
Aug. 1).

Environmentalists continued to criticize the new agreement. "The pact, rather than saving the
climate, is nothing more than a trade agreeM ent in energy technologies between the countries in
question," said Greenpeace in a statement (Agence France-Presse, July 3 1). -- DRL
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An alternative to Kyoto; ASEAN
The Economist
July 30, 2005

America unveils a new plan to combat globai warming

SUMMITS of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) are not known for
suspense or surprises. But the regional club'h latest pow-wow, which is due to conclude in
Vientiane, Laos, on July 29th, involved plenty of both.

First, Myamnar's military regime waited untIil the last minute to announce that it would forgo
ASEAN's rotating chairmanship, and so spa~e the group an embarrassing boycott. Then, at the
ASEAN Regional Forum meeting, where So'uth-East Asian countries get together with other
Asian and Pacific nations, Australia agreed io sign a non-aggression treaty with the groupin
exchange for an invitation to yet another sui muit, where ASEAN hopes to start work on an East



Asian free-trade area. But the biggest bolt from the blue was the announcement, by America and

five Asia-Pacific countries, that they had devised. a new pact to combat global warming.

The details of this non-binding "Asia Pacific Parfrnership on Clean Development and Climate"

are fuzzy. But it emphasises technology transfers to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, rather

than the fixed targets and caps of the Kyoto protbcol, the UN treaty on climate change. Rich

countries might help poorer ones develop devices to cut carbon dioxide emissions from coal-
fired power plants, for example.

Two of the signatories of the new pact, America and Australia, have already rejected the Kyoto

agreement as too rigid. Two others, China and India, are not bound by the protocol as it applies

only to developed nations. Indeed, of the six signatories to the new pact, only Japan and South

Korea have formally ratified Kyoto. In theory, therefore, the "partnership" could enormously

extend efforts to counter climate change. The countries concerned account for almost half the

world's population, economic output and greenhouse emissions.

Environmentalists dismissed the deal as toothless. Many fear it will stymnie efforts to persuade

developing nations to sign up to Kyoto by the farget date of 2012. The new pact's members insist

that it will complement Kyoto, not supplant it.J One Australian official claims that it is designed

to reduce emissions faster than Kyoto would have. His country has devised a copper-bottomed

plan to convince skeptics: another summit, to ~be held in Adelaide in November.

New Climate Pact Gets Mixed Reviews/
International Oil Daily
July 29, 2005

A new climate pact initiated by Australia and the US-- both opponents of the Kyoto accord -- has

drawn mixed reactions, after it was unveiled fat an Association of Southeast Asian Nations

(Asean) regional forum in Laos Thurdyt

Known as the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, the pact seeks to

combat global warming through new techno logy to cut greenhouse gas emissions. Japan, China,

South Korea and India signed up to the agreement.

Supporters said the accord aims to complenient the Kyoto Protocol through technology
development and the involvement of develdping nations, but critics said it lacked teeth and could

undermine existing efforts to curb emissions.

"This new result-oriented partnership will Allow our nations to develop and accelerate

deployment of cleaner, more efficient techhologies to meet national pollution reduction, energy

security and climate change concerns in wlay that reduce poverty and promote economic

development," said US President George W. Bush in a statement issued in Washington.



Bush said he has directed US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Energy Secretary Sam

Bodman to meet with their counterparts this fall to advance the new partnership and provide

direction for the joint work.I

Unlike the Kyoto Protocol, the new partnership does not stipulate any specific caps on emissions.

The Kyoto agreement was ratified by 140 countries and establishes legally binding tenns for cuts

in greenhouse emissions by 5.2% below 1990 1levels by 2012.

The US and Australia were the only two OECD countries not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol, with

both arguing that such emissions cuts would dampen economic growth. Both also argued that

effective action should embrace developing cpuntries such as India and China, which were not

obliged to reduce emissions under Kyoto. And both have repeatedly said there are uncertainties

about the science of climate change (IOD JuriL9,p6).

The White House on Thursday issued a fact sheet identifying areas where the Asia-Pacific

partnership would develop and deploy new tdchnologies. These include liquefied natural gas,

bioenergy, methane capture and use, gedthein~al power, advanced transportation and civilian

nuclear power.

Im Jae Kyu, a senior research fellow at the st'hte-ffinded Korea Energy Economics Institute

(KEEI), told International Oil Daily: "We must remember that the reduction of emissions does

not guarantee the economic development of developed countries. I believe [technology

development ] is the way forward for all of u~s in the long term. Current options like hydrogen

generation are not enough; we need to find others."

"It is meant to complement Kyoto. It can be 'a major vehicle to improve climate change through

technological cooperation," he added. "Any other country in the Asia-Pacific region is welcome;

membership is not restricted."I

Discussions to form the association were stapted by the US and Australia at an informal meeting

in Hawaii in May this year. At the outset, Jap~an-- a participant in Kyoto-- was not asked to

participate. But Tokyo said it was interested'j on the grounds that the pact was not intended to

replace or undermine Kyoto, observers said.!,

Benjamin Austria, vice president of the Philippines' Energy Development and Utilization

Foundation, said: "Involving key players 1114' China and India is significant. It means these

countries are acknowledging the importance' of climate change. And this agreement largely has

the same objectives as the Kyoto Protocol -- 'to do something about climate change."

US Senator Joseph Lieberman, who along w~ith several other senators backs an emissions contrbl

mandate, indicated that he views the pact as Ian effort to replace Kyoto with a weaker, voluntary

method to control greenhouse emissions.

Similarly, Katie Mandes, spokeswoman for :the Pew Center on Climate Change, a moderate

group that works with companies to curb gr~enhouse gas emissions, said the partnership



appeared to be a repackaging of existing bilat~eral and multilateral technology transfer efforts that

the US has been engaged in for several years!

"There may be a more sinister side to the effdrt. it is possible that the Bush administration is

organizing a group of nations to try to block a new set of emissions reduction targets, which will

begin to be negotiated in Montreal in Novemker," said Philip Clapp, president of the National

Environmental Trust, a USt'nviromnmental grbup. Clapp added that support for Bush's "do-

hothing" approach is eroding in the US Congress.

The pro business Competitive Enterprise Insf itute (CEI) also said it regards the new partnership

as a rejection of Kyoto. "Despite some diplomatic language about the agreement not replacing

the Kyoto Protocol, this new approach to managing greenhouse gas emissions by some of the

world's largest energy-consuming nations clearly rejects Kyoto's inflexible, economically

destructive approach," said Myron Ebell, the CEI's director of global warming policy.

The European Union said the new pact is unlikely to bring significant reductions in emissions

and that it would continue to push for further legally binding cuts.

Critics like Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth (FOE) were quick to criticize the new grouping

for failing to impose any emission caps on members. The six signatories currently account for

more than 40% of global greenhouse gas emissions.

In a statement, FOE's international climate 6ampaigner, Catherine Pearce, said: "A deal on

technology ... will not address climate change. This is yet another attempt by the USand

Australian administrations to undermine the! efforts of the 140 countries who have signed the

Kyoto Protocol."I

Greenpeace Australia campaigner Catherine !Fitzpatrick was quoted by The Australian

newspaper as saying that the pact undermined Kyoto. "The suggested scheme is, unlike Kyoto, a

voluntary scheme and all evidence shows th at voluntary schemes do not work," she said.

"The pact would have fallen apart if we hadmnandatory targets," said the KEEl's Im. Initially, he

said that China, India and even South Korea balked when the US suggested voluntary emission

targets. "Therefore, we decided it would be best to look at technology development."

The scope, furnding and direction of cooperation among member countries will be discussed and

outlined in two months, Im said, possibly before the Montreal talks on future progress under

Kyoto. He added that Korea's contribution 'would probably come in the form of fatmding. It will

also spearhead discussions on how to devel op methods of technology transfer among members

as well as with other countries.

Song Yen Ling, Singapore, and Manimoli Dinesh, Washington

US, five Asia-Pacific nations unveil new climate pact

Agence France Presse



July 28, 2005 1

The United States and five Asia-Pacific nationhs unveiled Thursday a pact they said would reduce

global warming but environmental groups quickly dismissed the agreement.

In what they called a "vision statement,' the United States, Australia, India, China, South Korea

and Japan said the non-binding pact envisions the development of nuclear and solar power to

reduce greenhouse gases.

The new initiative does not have enforcement standards or a specific time-frame for signatories

to cut emissions, unlike the 1997 Kyoto Prot6col which the United States and Australia have

refused to ratify.

Environmental group WWF dismissed the pla~n after US President George W. Bush announced it

in Washington Wednesday, saying it was no alternative to the clear targets and deadlines of

Kyoto.

"A deal on climate change that doesn't limit pollution is the same as a peace plan that allows

guns to be fired," said Jennifer Morgan, head of the WV/F's climate change program.

Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said details of the new Asia-Pacific Partnership

on Clean Development and Climate would be discussed at a meeting of ministers from the six

nations in Australia in November.

He said the new accord was not meant to supersede the Kyoto Protocol, which

commits 39 industrial nations and territories to trim their output of six greenhouse gases -

especially carbon dioxide -- by 2012.

"We are not trying to detract from Kyoto and the commitments that a number of countries have

made under the Kyoto Protocol," Downer told a news conference here on the sidelines of an

Asian regional forum.

"This partnership will complement and not replace the Kyoto Protocol," he said.

Deputy US Secretary of State Robert Zoellick said the agreement would "open up the

possibilities for developing, deploying and transferring" new and more efficient technologies.

He said countries such as India and China needed a lot of energy for their developnient, which he

said could affect their capacity to cut emissions.

"The key here is to maintain the flexibility that this vision statement outlines," Zoellick said.

The six nations account for about 50 percent of global emissions of greenhouse gases, which trap

heat in the atmosphere and are blamed for global warming, seen as one of the planet's greatest

environmental dangers.



The United States, China and India are among the world worst emitters of greenhouse gases.

One of the US arguments against the present Kyoto format is that it does not require big

developing countries such as China -and India to make targeted emissions cuts, which Bush says

is unfair.

The Kyoto agreement has been ratified by South Korea and Japan, one of its biggest proponents.

Climate Change: Six-nation pact draws enviros' fire, as E.U. offers cautious praise

Gre enw ire
July 28, 2005

Darren Samuelsohn, Greenwire senior reporter

A new climate change padt between the United States and five Asian and Pacific nations aimed

at sharing of low-carbon and carbon-free technologies has evoked cautious praise from Europe

but sharp cniticism from environmental groups.

The new Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate -- signed by Australia,

China, India, Japan, South Korea and the United States -- does not require commitments to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. And while Bush administration officials said yesterday they

expect the plan to address the "long-term challenges of climate change," they also could not

project specific emission reductions that would be achieved through the agreement.

Instead, U.S. officials said the coalition's goal is establishing a framework to allow the United

States and its climate allies to coordinate on a host of voluntary programs to stimulate

technology development and induce private investments. Many of the areas that the six-nation

pact focuses on -- methane capture, "clean coal" power plants, civilian nuclear power and

hydrogen transportation -- are already being pursued domestically by the Bush administration, as

well as through individual U.S. accords with the participating countries.

President Bush's top environmental adviser, Jim Connaughton, told reporters yesterday that the

agreement also will lead the participating countries to begin to measure their greenhouse gas

emissions relative to economic growth, a controversial method used by the United States that

environmentalists say undercounts the true effects of global warming.

In a prepared statement released yesterday, President Bush directed Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice and Energy Secretary Samuel Bodnman to meet this fall with their Asian

counterparts to implement the pact.

"This new results-oriented partnership will allow our nations to develop and accelerate

deployment of cleaner, more efficient energy technologies to meet national pollution reduction,

energy security and climate change concerns in ways that reduce poverty and promote economic

development," Bush said.



Mixed reactions

A lead environmental counselor to the 25-member European Commission said that while details

of the partnership are still being revealed, his initial impression is that it is a welcome step

forward because of its consistency with existing international treaties, including the United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Further, Robert Donkers of the European

Comrmission' s delegation to the United States said that the pact's language explicitly states that it

is not intended to replace the Kyoto Protocol.

"It underlines the growing awareness of the seriousness of climate change and the need to

address it," Donkers said.

British Prime Minister Tony Blair had not released a statement on the pact as of press time,

though a U.K. embassy official in Washing~ton said that a cormment would be forthcoming.

Both the United States and Australia have signed but not ratified the 1997 Kyoto accord, while

China, India and South Korea signed and ratified the agreement but are not bound by its limits

because of their status as developing nations. Only Japan among the countries in the new pact is

bound to meet Kyoto's greenhouse gas reduction mandates.

Connaughton told reporters the agreement is not designed to undercut United Nations-sponsored

climate change negotiations that are set to begin in late November in Montreal. Those talks will

focus on Kyoto implementation and the prospects for a new treaty once Kyoto expires in 2012.

"This occurs outside of that," he said.

But while the Bush administration insisted the agreement would not hamper future talks,

environmentalists yesterday said they were concerned the new coalition might have been created

to undermine upcoming international negotiations this November in London, as well as the U.N.

meetings in Canada.

"There may be a more sinister side to the effort," said Phil Clapp, president of the National

Environmental Trust. "It is possible that the Bush administration is organizing a group of nations

to try to block a new set of emissions reduction targets."

Partner nations involved in the new pact combine to emit about half of the world's greenhduse

gases, a point that environmentalists say shows that the six nations should be signing up for a

more severe regime to address what most scientists say is the planet's largest environmental

threat.

"While the )White House's interest in reaching out to other countries on climate change is

welcome, it's unfortunate that what the White House is offering isn't a market-based program,"

said Annie Petsonk, international counsel at Environmental Defense. "The Kyoto Protocol will

continue to offer incentives to innovators to come up with technology that will reduce emissions

cheaper and faster."



One nonprofit group tracking the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol said that Europe Union's

carbon dioxide trading system by March had already created a market worth up to $37 billion for

climate friendly technology. And Clapp noted that much of the agreement is based on

technology-sharing efforts that have been ongoing over the last four years. "This so-called global

warming partnership is a lot of sound and fury, signifying nothing," he said.

Still, some members of the new agreement said their efforts would do more than existing

accords. John Howard, the Australian prime minister, said the agreement would reduce

greenhouse gas emissions in his country without destroying its economy. "The fairness and

effectiveness of this proposal will be superior to the Kyoto Protocol," he said.

And while six countries are engaged now in the partnership, Connaughton said the Bush

administration is also open to drawing in others. "The goal is to jog before we run," he said. "If

we start too large it would get bogged down in administration."

U.S. unveils Kyoto alternative plan
UPI
July 28, 2005

The United States Thursday announced agreement with several Asian nations to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions.

U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick made the announcement on the sidelines of the

Association of South-East Asian Nations meeting in Vientiane, Laos, the Financial Times

reported.

Zoellick's announcement confirmed a Wednesday Australian report revealing the pact to replace

the controversial Kyoto climate protocol that Australia and the United States refused to sign.

But Zoellick brushed aside that interpretation, declaring: "We are not detracting from Kyoto in

any way at all. We are complementing it. Our goal is to complement other treaties with practical

solutions to problems."

U.S. officials say the new agreement -- the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and

Climate -- contrasts with Kyoto's "broad international commitments that lack a program of

action."

The partnership involves India, South Korea, Japan, Australia and the United States -- which,

together, generate 50 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions.

U.S. completes 6-nation deal on emissions

Washington Times
By Nicholas Kralev
July 28, 2005



The United States and five Asia-Pacific countries have concluded an agreement to deploy new

technologies aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions as an alternative to the Kyoto Protocol

on climate change, U.S. and Australian officials said yesterday.

The legally nonbinding deal, to be signed by China, India, Japan, Australia and South Korea as

well as the United States, goes beyond the 1997 Kyoto accord by limiting emissions from Asia's

two rapidly developing giants - China and India - as well as by developed countries.

"Our focus has been and remains on promoting cost-effective, technology-based approaches to

addressing climate change," State Department spokesman Sean McCormack said.

"We are pursuing these voluntary approaches both at home and abroad, through ourbiael

climate-change partnerships and our multilateral science and technology partnerships," he said.

Australia will host the first meeting of the six nations in November, diplomatic sources said

today at a regional Asian forum in Laos.

"We know that this is the answer," said Australian Environment Minister Ian Campbell. "We

know that the Kyoto Protocol is a failure in terms of saving the climate. We have to do better."

He said the agreement, which was initiated by the United States, was a result of yearlong

negotiations. President Bush discussed it with the prime ministers of Australia and India - John

Howard and Mamnohan Singh - during their visits to Washington last week, officials said.

"The main aim of effective action is to involVe rapidly developing countries who have legitimate

needs to increase their energy use, but we also need to find the answer to the global imperative of

reducing emissions," Mr. Campbell said.

"That's going to need the development of new technologies and the deployment of them within

developing countries," he told reporters in Canberra.

The new "partnership," as U.S. and Asian officials called it, will cover the fields of energy

efficiency, clean coal, integrated gasification combined cycle, liquefied natural gas, carbon

capture and storage, combined heat and power, methane capture and use, civilian nuclear power,

bioenergy and other renewables.

The new agreement comes less than three weeks after comments by Mr. Bush at the Group of

Eight summit in Scotland about an alternative to the Kyoto Protocol.

Calling the Asia-Pacific version a "new results-oriented partnership," Mr. Bush said yesterday'

that it will allow nations to "develop and adcelerate deployment of cleaner, more efficient energy

technologies to meet national pollution reduction, energy security and climate change concerns

in ways that reduce poverty and promote economic development."

"The six Asia-Pacific partners will build on our strong history of commnon approaches and

demonstrated cooperation on clean energy technologies," he said.



The United States and Australia are not among the 140 nations that have ratified the Kyoto
Protocol, which imposes legally binding requirements on 3 5 industrialized countries to cut
greenhouse gas emissions an average of 5 percent below 1990 levels.

Those targets, they say, would have a negative impact on the economy. But they insist that they
are still commnitted to protecting the environment.

"Just because we have expressed our concerns about the Kyoto agreement does not mean that
this president hasn't been at the forefront in pushing for technologies that would help - not only
U.S. companies but companies around the world - deal with environmental issues, so that they
are able to build more prosperous economies in a way that also has a positive effect for the
environment," Mr. McCormack said.

Mr. Campbell said that Australia "only emits 1.4 percent of the world's greenhouse gases."

The United States, however, is the world's largest culprit, followed by China.

Deputy Secretary of State Robert B. Zoellick planned to announce the new pact, called the Asia-
Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, at the annual meeting of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations in Vientiane, the capital of Laos today, but Australian officials
leaked the news to the Australian newspaper.

The new arrangement was speedily condemned by environmental groups.

"Skulking around making secretive, selective deals will not accomplish this; signing up to the
Kyoto Protocol will," said Greenpeace energy campaigner Catherine Fitzpatrick.

"A deal on climate change that doesn't limit pollution is the same as a peace plan that allows
guns to be fired," said Jennifer Morgan, head of the climate-change program of the World
Wildlife Fund, a conservation and environment advocacy group.

*This article is based in part on wire service reports

Bush Administration Unveils Alternative Climate Pact
NYT/Reuters/USA Today
The New York Times, July 28, 2005

WASHINGTON, July 27 (Reuters) - The Bush administration, which is pushing alternatives to
the Kyoto accord on global warming, unveiled a six-nation pact on Wednesday that promotes the
use of technology to cut greenhouse gas emissions.

The six nations, the United States, Japan, Australia, China, India and South Korea, will build on
existing bilateral agreements on techniology sharing to control emissions, but will not set
mandatory targets.



President Bush said in a statement that the Asia-Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and

Climate, which will be formally introduced in Vientiane, Laos, would address global wanming
while promoting economic development.

But environmentalists criticized it as an attempt by Washington to create a distraction ahead of

United Nations talks in November in Montreal that will focus on how to widen the Kyoto accord
to include developing nations after 2012.

The approach of looking to technology for solutions to global warming was emphasized by Mr.
Bash at the Group of S summit meeting in Scotland when he called for a "post-Kyoto era." The

United States, which creates the biggest share of greenhouse emissions, and Australia are the
only developed nations that have not ratified the Kyoto accord. But Japan, China, India and

South Korea have ratified Kyoto, which demands cuts in greenhouse emissions by 5.2 percent
below 1990 levels by 2008 to 2012.

"As far as I can tell, there's really nothing new here," said Jeff Fielder, an analyst at the Natural
Resources Defense Council in New York. H e said that the bilateral agreements already served
the purpose of technology sharing but that companies would not have an incentive to deploy it
without a strong signal sent by mandatory limits.

"I think this is aimed at complicating the Montreal talks," he added.

Jim Connaughton, chairman of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, said there

was no attempt to undermine the Kyoto pact.

US Moves To Sideline Kyoto
Financial Times
By Fiona Harvey, Caroline Daniel And Tim Johnston
July 28, 2005

The US on Wednesday night unveiled a climate change agreement with several Asian countries

that would strengthen its attempts to sideline the United Nations-brokered Kyoto protocol.

Jim Connaughton, chairmnan of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, said the aim
was to focus on "practical efforts to create new investment opportunities and remove bafflers to
help each country meet nationally designed strategies and address the long term challenge of

climate change".

The Asia Pacific Partnership on Development will include China, India, South Korea, Japan,
Australia and the US. The deal which the US says contrasts with "broad international
commitments that lack a program of action" will be announced in Asia by Robert Zoellick,
deputy secretary of state, and the foreign ministers of the other nations involved.



Together the countries generate 50 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions. The US and

Australia are the only developed countries to have rejected the Kyoto treaty, which requires

developed countries to reduce greenhouse gas output by 2012.

The US has been seeking a way to move "beyond Kyoto" but Mr. Connaughtdn called the

partnership "complementary" rather than a "replacement for the Kyoto protocol".

The partnership does not set any new targets for greenhouse gas emissions, or involve specific

commitments on the transfer of technology from the US to developing countries.-Instead Mr.

Connaughton said it marked an effort to "consolidate existing efforts and manage current

partnerships".

However, he said the group would work towards creating "common measurement systems".

Ian Campbell, Australian environment minister, speaking ahead of the launch, said: "The main

aim of effective action to reduce greenhouse gases is to involve developing countries, who have

legitimate needs to increase their energy use."

China, India and, other developing nations account for a rapidly rising share of the world's

emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide but are not required to cut them under the

Kyoto treaty, which the US has branded unfair.

The deal could intensify pressure on the European Union, Canada and Japan strongest

proponents of Kyoto to gain stronger backing among poorer nations. Mr. Zoellick is expected to

discuss the deal at the meeting in Laos on Thursday of the Association of Southeast Asian

Nations.

Catherine Pearce, climate campaigner at Friends of the Earth, the environmental lobby group,

said: "A deal on technology, supported by voluntary measures, to reduce emissions, will not

address climate change. This is yet another attempt by the US and Australian administrations to

undermine the efforts of the 140 countries who have signed the Kyoto protocol."

U.S. In 'Beyond Kyoto' Pact with Asian Nations
Reuters
July 28, 2005, Filed at 7:30 a.m. ET

VIENTIANE (Reuters) - Six nations led by the United States and Australia unveiled a pact on

Thursday to fight global warming, but critics assailed the voluntary deal for offering no

emissions targets and said it undermined existing treaties.

The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate -- grouping major polluters

United States and China with India, Japan, South Korea and Australia -- seeks new technology to

cut greenhouse gases without sacrificing economic development.

U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick insisted it was not a threat to the Kyoto Protocol

that Washington and Canberra have refused to ratify because they say it omits developing

nations and may threaten jobs at home.



"We are not detracting from Kyoto in any way at all. We are complementing it," Zoellick told

reporters on the sidelines of an Asia-Pacific security forumn in the Lao capital, Vientiane.

"Our goal is to complement other treaties with practical solutions to problems," he said.

The six, which account for nearly half the world's greenhouse emissions, said the pact would

" seek to address energy, climate change and air pollntion issues within a paradigm of economic
development."

Australian Prime Minister John Howard called it a "historic agreement" that was "superior to
the Kyoto Protocol."

But environmentalists said the deal was a limited trade and technology accord and no challenger
to the U.N. treaty, which came into force in February.

"It doesn't have anything to do with reducing emissions. There are no targets, no cuts, no

monitoring of emissions, nothing binding," said Steve Sawyer of Greenpeace.

"It doesn't address the wider question that two of the richest countries in the world are doing
nothing to reduce emissions."~

The United States and Australia are the only~ developed nations outside Kyoto, which demands

cuts in greenhouse emissions to 5.2 percent below 1990 levels by 2008-12.

China and India have ratified Kyoto, but as developing nations they do not have to meet its

obligations in the protocol's first phase that ends in 2012. Both fear environmental curbs would

restrict their surging economies.

China's ambassador to Laos, Liu Yongxing, called the new pact a "win-win solution" for
developing and developed nations.

The world is consuming more energy and producing more greenhouse gas emissions, particularly

carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels such as coal in power plants and petrol in cars. Other

gases, such as methane from agriculture, are also adding to global warming, many scientists say.

"KNOCK KYOTO ON THE HEAD"

Some environmentalists accused Washington of seeking to distract U.N. talks in November in

Montreal, which will focus on how to widen Kyoto to include developing nations after 2012.

Sawyer said the pact might be "a benign technology'agreement," but "on the other hand, this

could be the first foray by the Americans and Australians to knock Kyoto on the head."

Others were also suspicious.



"The main beneficiaries will be Australian coal companies, some of the world's biggest

greenhouse polluters. It's a Machiavellian pact," said Clive Hamilton, director of The Australia

Institute research center.

Japan, which said the pact would not affect its Kyoto commitments, saw a chance to develop

clean energy in the region.

But Canadian Foreign Minister Pierre Pettigrew, whose government is a strong proponent of

Kyoto, said the partnership was thin on details.

"This is progress, but I'm still waiting for the meat. I hope very much that there will be meat," he

told reporters.

Ministers from the six nations will attend an inaugural meeting in November in the southern

Australian city of Adelaide.

Phil Goff, New Zealand's foreign minister, defended Kyoto but agreed new technology was

needed to solve age-old environmental challenges.

"How to deal with the problem of flatulent cows and sheep? That is a tougher problem because

the science has to be found to enable us to do that," he told reporters.

Methane from livestock is the biggest source of greenhouse gases in New Zealand, where almost

half comes from agriculture.

U.S. Paitnership to Address Climate Change
Associated Press
By: H. JOSEF HEBERT
July 28, 2005

President Bush's answer to global warming is technology. In a move to counter the Kyoto

Protocol that requires mandatory cuts in so-called greenhouse gas emissions, he is making the

technology pitch as part of a partnership with five Asian and Pacific nations, including China and

India. The idea is to get them to commit to cleaner energy production as a way to curtail air

pollution that most scientists believe is causing the Earth to warm up.

The administration announced late Wednesday that it has reached an agreement with the five

countries to create a new partnership to deploy cleaner technologies whenever possible to

produce energy.

The agreement does not bind any of the countries to specific emission reductions, adhering to the

Bush doctrine that dealing with climate change should be voluntary and not imposed by

mandatory reduction targets and timetables. White House officials also dismissed suggestions

that the diplomatic initiative was aimed at undercutting the Kyoto accord, noting that several of

the participants also embrace Kyoto.



Neither China nor India were covered by the Kyoto agreement.

The new pact, which also includes as participants Japan, South Korea and Australia, was viewed

by senior White House officials as a significant step toward establishing a framework in which

rapidly emerging industrial countries will be encouraged and helped to produce cleaner energy as

a way to keep climate-changing chemicals out of the atmosphere, especially carbon from fossil

fuels.

Bush called it a "new results-oriented partnership" that he said "will allow our nations to develop

and accelerate deployment of cleaner, more efficient energy technologies to meet national

pollution reduction, energy security and climate change concerns in ways that reduce poverty

and promote economic development."

Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman will seek to move

the issue forward in meetings with their counterparts in the partnership this fall.

"We are hopeful this will create a complimentary framework (to Kyoto)," said James

Connaughton, chairman of the president's Council on Environmental Quality. He said it was not

meant to replace it.

The United States rejected the 1997 Kyoto pact, which requires reductions by industrial nations

of greenhouse emissions. Bush said earlier this month he recognizes that human activity

contributes to a warmer Earth, but he continues to oppose the Kyoto treaty that all other major

industrialized nations signed because developing nations weren't included in it.

Bush prefers to address climate change through voluntary actions and by emphasizing

development of new technologies that reduce emissions and capture carbon.

As the new partnership develops, it will "harness in significant and greater ways the investments

necessary to ... reducing greenhouse gases" through technology transfers and exchange of ideas,

Connaughton said.

The six countries pledged "enhanced coopexation" to address the climate change issue through

development of less carbon intensive technologies, including clean coal and civilian nuclear

power when outlining their energy needs.

Today the United States accounts for a quarter of the word's greenhouse gases going into the

atmosphere, with emissions growing at the rate of 1.5 percent a year despite the administration's

voluntary climate change policies.

However, emissions are expected to surge in countries such as India and China, whose industrial

base is growing rapidly.

"Within the next decade or two, developing countries will overtake the industrial world in total

greenhouse gas emissions, so that by 2025 more than half of global annual emissions will be



coming from developing countries," economist W. David Montgomery, a critic of the Kyoto

accord, told a recent Senate hearing.

Environmentalists, who have been sharply critical of Bush's voluntary approach to dealing with

climate change, called Wednesday's initiative little more than what already is being pursued

through various bilateral discussions.

"All they're doing now is wrapping together a few of these partnerships. There does not seem to

be anything new," said Annie Petsonk of Environmental Defense.

Connaughton said the agreement with the five Asian countries culminated more than five months

of talks. Bush personally discussed the issue with both Australian Prime Minister John Howard

and Indian Prime Minister Mamnohan Singh when they recently visited Washington.

Like Bush, Howard has been a sharp critic of the Kyoto climate accord, preferring other

approaches to dealing with global warming. "We know that this is the answer," Howard told

reporters in Canberra, referring to the technology development partnership. "We know the Kyoto

Protocol is a failure in terms of saving the climate. We have to do better."

In recent weeks Bush has gained several victories for his climate policies.

Congress is preparing to enact broad energy legislation that essentially endorses the voluntary

approach on climate and includes incentives for development and exporting clean energy

technologies.

And earlier this month in Scotland, the Group of Eight industrialized countries bowed to U.S.

pressure by approving a declaration on climate change that avoided taking any concrete steps to

fight global warming, such as setting targets or timetables for reducing greenhouse gas

emissions.

US announces Asia-Pacific climate agreement
Agence France Presse
July 27, 2005

The United States on Wednesday announced a largely symbolic agreement with Australia,

China, India, Japan and South Korea that targets emissions of greenhouse gases that are blamed

for global warming.

The initiative, dubbed the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, will not

replace the 1999 Kyoto Protocol that Washington has repudiated, said a senior aide to US

President George W. Bush, Jim Connaughton.

"This new results-oriented partnership will allow our nations to develop and accelerate

deployment of cleaner, more efficient energy technologies," Bush said in a statement released by

the White House.



"I have directed Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Secretary of Energy Sam Bodman to

meet with their counterparts this fall to carry forward our new partnership and provide direction

for our joint work," Bush said.

The plan, which does not set precise new emissions targets or timetables, was to be unveiled

formally by Deputy US Secretary of State Robert Zoellick at 0330 GMT Thursday at a regional

summit in Laos, the White House said.

"It will not replace the Kyoto Protocol, the Kyoto Protdcol remains in place," Connaughton, who

chairs the White House Council on Environmental Quality, told reporters in a conference call.

The accord, the-fruit of five months of high-level diplomacy, does not envision any enforcement

mechanisms to ensure that the partners are doing all they can to cut pollution, he said.

The commitments under the deal "don't require enforcement, what they require is investment"

from the private sector, as well as sharing technologies that increase energy efficiency and cut

pollution, said Connaughton.

The agreement, unlike the Kyoto Protocol, does not set a specific goal for curbing greenhouse

gas emissions by a certain date but aims to accelerate current goals set by the countries

individually, he said.

"We're hopeful that it will reduce the rate of growth of greenhouse gases in each of our

countries," said Connaughton. "What we're not looking at is a one-size-fits-all, top-down

mandate."

He said the countries involved accounted for about 50 percent of global emissions of greenhouse

gases, which trap heat in the atmosphere and are blamed for global warming, seen as one of the

world's greatest environmental dangers.

One goal is to battle pollution in a way that does not seriously hamper economic growth -- one of

the objections Bush raised to the Kyoto Protocol when he announced he would not submit the

treaty to the US Senate for ratification.

"Even climate skeptics can embrace this agenda, and even the most ardent climate proponents

(can agree) that access to clean and affordable energy is a fundamental human need," said

Connaughton.

Connaughton laid out a series of areas where the accord aims to build on existing cooperation:

Reducing methane emissions; promoting "clean coal" use; expanding civilian nuclear power

programs; promoting energy efficiency; and increased reliance on sources of energy other than

fossil fuels.

Australian Environment Minister Ian Campbell said earlier that "Australia is, and I reassure -the

Australian people, working on something that is more effective post-Kyoto."



The UN's Kyoto Protocol requires industrialized countries to trim emissions of carbon dioxide,

the byproduct of burning oil, gas and coal, by a deadline of 2010.

One of the US arguments against the present Kyoto format is that it does not require big

developing countries such as China and India to make targeted emissions cuts -- an absence that

Bush says is unfair and illogical.

But developing countries say historical responsibility for global warming lies with nations that

industrialized first, and primarily with the United States, which by itself accounts for a quarter of

all global greenhouse-gas pollution.

Australia-US-envirofrnment-clirateChina-India-SKorea-V~rouse

Asia-Pacific nations unveil U.S.-led plan to control greenhouse gases

Associated Press
By: VUAY JOSHI
July 27, 2005

The world's top two air polluters - the U.S. and China -joined Australia, India, Japan and South

Korea on Thursday to unveil a new partnership to develop cleaner energy technologies in hopes

of curtailing climate-changing pollution.

They described the initiative as a complement to the Kyoto Protocol that commits 140 countries

to cutting emissions of the greenhouse gases blamed for global warming, but environmentalists

said the new pact lacked firm obligations to cut pollution and that it might undermine the Kyoto

accord.

The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, also announced overnight in

Washington, aims to create cleaner technologies for energy-hungry economies such as China and

India, meeting long-term energy needs while reducing pollution and addressing climate

concerns.

"We will work together ... to create a new partnership to develop, deploy and transfer cleaner,

more efficient technologies," said a joint statement Thursday by the five countries at an annual

Asia-Pacific security conference in the Laotian capital Vientiane.

Emissions of carbon dioxide and five other gases are believed to be behind rising global

temperatures that many scientists say are disrupting weather patterns.

A landmark agreement negotiated in Japan's ancient capital of Kyoto in 1997 and ratified by 140

nations requires them to take steps to reduce the emissions. The Kyoto Protocol went into force

Feb. 16 this year.

However, the United States, the world's largest emitter of such gases, and Australia refused to

ratify the agreement, saying it would harm the economy by raising energy prices, and cost five

million jobs. Their other objection is that China - second only to the U.S. in emissions - and



"It's quite clear the Kyoto protocol won't get the world to where it wants to go ... We have got to

find something that works better -- Australia is working on that with partners around the world,"

Campbell told reporters on Wednesday.

A govermnment official, who declined to be named, said the pact, which The Australian

newspaper reported was to be called the Asia-Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and

Climate, was likely to be announced later this week.

"We need to expand the energy the world consumes and reduce the emissions. That's going to

need new technologies, its going to need the development of new technologies and the

deployment of them within developing countries," Campbell said.

"The development of that technology and the deployment of it as rapidly as possible, that is

going to need something that is far more comprehensive, far more likely to produce results that

the Kyoto protocol could even dreamn of."

PACT LONG IN THE MAKING

Campbell said greenhouse gases under Kyoto would actually rise by 40 percent, when scientists

say emissions need to be cut by 50 percent to have any chance of limiting the impact of global

warming.

The Australian newspaper said the five countries involved in the Asia-Pacific pact accounted for

more than 40 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbon dioxide from

burning fossil fuels such as coal in power stations and petrol in cars.

Australian Prime Minister John Howard and Indian Prime Minister Mamnohani Singh separately

discussed the pact with President Bush during recent trips to Washington, The Australian said.

"We have to engage internationally and we will announce the details of these proposals in the

very near fixture ... we have been working on bilateral and multi-lateral arrangements on 'beyond

Kyoto' for the past 12 months," Campbell said.

A panel of scientists that advises the United Nations has said world temperatures are likely to

rise between 1.4 and 5.8 degrees Celsius by 2100, triggering more frequent floods, droughts,

melting of icecaps and glaciers and driving thousands of species to extinction.

On Tuesday, Australia released a climate change report that said the island continent could be up

to two degrees Celsius wanner by 2030 and face more bushflres, heatwaves and storms despite

efforts to reduce greenhouse gases.

Scientists say the planet's average surface temperature has increased by about 0.6 degrees Celsius

over the past century and that the wannest decade of the past 100 years was the 1990s.



India are not required to follow the Kyoto Protocol because they are considered developing

economies.

Australian Environment Minister Ian Campbell said Wednesday that Canberra and Washington

had negotiated the new agreement for the past 12 months among the countries accounting for 40

percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions.

The pact was finalized during secret talks in Honolulu on June 20-2 1, a diplomat said, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

It said the countries could collaborate on clean coal, liquefied natural gas, methane, civilian

nuclear power, geothennal power, rural energy systems, solar power, wind power and bio-

energy. In the long-termn,they could develop hydrogen nanotechnologies, next-generation

nuclear fission and fusion energy, it said.

Environmental group Friends of the Earth was skeptical about the pact because it contained no

legally binding requirements to cut emissions. "It looks suspiciously as though this will be

business as usual for the United States," said the U.K.-based group's member, Catherine Pearce.

"A deal on technology, supported by voluntary measures to reduce emissions, will not address

climate change. This is yet another attempt by the U.S. and Australian administrations to

undermine the efforts of the 140 countries who have signed the Kyoto Protocol," she said.

The Kyoto Protocol imposes legally binding requirements on 35 industrialized states to cut

emissions of greenhouse gases an average of 5 percent below 1990 levels.

Average global temperatures rose about I degree in the 20th century, and scientists say that has

contributed to the thawing of the permafrost, rising ocean levels and extreme weather. Experts

say further increases could seriously disrupt ecosystems, agriculture and human lifestyles.

'Beyond Kyoto' greenhouse pact being formed
Reuters (Canberra)
Wednesday, July 27, 2005 12:5 8 anm. ET

By Michelle Nichols

CANBERRA (Reuters) - The United States, Australia, China, India and South Korea are likely

to unveil this week a regional pact to combat greenhouse gas emissions by developing

environmentally friendly energy technology, Australia said on Wednesday.

Environment Minister Ian Campbell said the countries had been working on a regional pact to

tackle climate change beyond the Kyoto protocol, which requires rich nations to cut greenhouse

gas emissions by 5.2 percent below 1990 levels by 2008-12.

The United States and Australia have refused to sign Kyoto, which came into force in February,

because they say the pact unfairly excludes developing nations such as India and China. South

Korea has ratified Kyoto.



Researchers say further warming is inevitable because of the huge amount of extra carbon

dioxide pumped into the atmosphere by man's activities but the degree of future warming hinges

on how nations control their greenhouse gas emissions now.
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